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Changes in relation to the version of the Budgetary Committee of March 2019
Apart from a few orthographical corrections in the whole body of the report the main
changes concern the following:
 Adaptation of point 3 of the report following the issuing of the Annual Internal Audit
report for 2018;
 Update information about the nominations of the accounting correspondents under
point 5.1.3 of the report;
 Update information related to point 6.4.1 of the report;
 Introduction of a new informative Table 5 bis under the part 7 of the report;
 Updated Table 10 (Sickness insurance fund) under the part 8 of the report;
 Updated Table 13 under point 9.1.3. of the report;
 Addition of the opinion of the Budgetary Committee of March 2019 at the end of the
report- point 12.
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1. Introduction
According to Article 20 of the Financial Regulation of 24 October 2006, applicable to the
Budget of the European Schools (Article transitionally in force until the end of the financial
year 2019, in accordance with the new Financial Regulation approved by written procedure
2017/46), “The Financial Controller (…) shall make an annual report which shall be
communicated to the Court of Auditors and to the Board of Governors”.
The Financial Control Unit presents this annual report to the Board of Governors, which
covers the previous financial year 2018. The report describes the work done by the
Financial Control Unit in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Financial
Regulation, it provides data on the execution of the budget, it comments on the way in
which the Schools exercised their responsibilities in the financial area, it refers to the main
findings of the financial control made on the Schools’ transactions, and it concludes with
certain recommendations that should be taken into account by all stakeholders involved in
the administration of European Schools Budgets.

2. The role of the financial controller
The Financial Control Unit is responsible for the monitoring of the commitments and
authorisations of expenditure and of the establishment and collection of revenue.
The monitoring of the transactions in practise takes the form of a verification of the
individual items of expenditures and revenues recorded in the accounts of the European
Schools. The monitoring is carried out by means of inspection of the files relating to
expenditure and revenue.
Since the financial year 2017, the activity of the Unit is shifting progressively from ex-ante
to ex-post control, in accordance with the corresponding annual plans for ex-post control
approved by the Board of Governors. As from the financial year 2020 the function of
financial control is expected to be replaced by and integrated in an Internal Control
Capability to support the function of the future Authorising Officer for the whole European
Schools system, which will correspond to the Secretary General.
The basic aim of the work done by the Financial Control Unit is to ensure that the budget is
implemented in accordance with the rules decided by the Board of Governors and the
principle of sound financial management laid down in article 2 of the Financial Regulation.
Another second function of the Financial Controller, formally recognised by the Financial
Regulation since 2007, is to make recommendations on best practice and to give advice on
administrative and financial procedures. This second aspect is increasing in importance,
and the Unit has devoted appropriate attention to it, in particular with a view to compliance
with the recommendations of the European Court of Auditors (ECA) and of the Internal
Audit Service of the European Commission (IAS).

3. The activities of the IAS in 2018
In 2018, the Internal Audit Service did not perform any audit or consulting
engagement but focused on the following:
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-

A risk assessment to determine the IAS Strategic Audit Plan 2019-2021 and

-

A follow- up of outstanding recommendations that where classified as ready
for review.

-

Finalized the consulting engagement started end of 2017 on the
management of extra-budgetary activities (final report issued in June 2018)

The risk assessment was performed at the OSGES with the help of the Schools of
Brussels I, III and IV.
The objective of the risk assessment was to map a universe of 37 processes
(administrative and operational processes) according to their maturity in relation to
risks and related controls. The results of the risk assessment have been
summarized in a matrix (ES Risk Map). All reviewed processes and sub-processes,
administrative and operational, have been positioned in the matrix according to the
perceived risk – both inherent risk and the residual risk that remains if/when
pertinent controls are in place.
Based on the risk assessment, the following three audit and/or consulting topics
were defined for the years 2019-2021:
-

2019: Consulting engagement on human resources allocation and
distribution of non-teaching tasks (Processes – Planning and Recruitment)

-

2020: IT governance (Process – IT governance)

-

2021: Controls over the European Baccalaureate (Process - European
Baccalaureate).

At the end of 2018, the European Schools marked two recommendations as ready
for review:
-

Segregation of duties within SAP – critical

-

Tasks on operational and financial initiation and/or verification – very
important

These recommendations were considered adequately and effectively implemented
and therefore had been closed as presented in the Annual Internal Audit report for
2018 presented in the Budgetary Committee in March 2019.
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With this, 21 (19 => 3 of the 21 are related to issuance of a memorandum on the
management of extra-budgetary accounts) recommendations remain open at the
beginning of 2019. These have been taken into account in our plans for 2019.
Two recommendations out of the outstanding ones are assessed with the priority
‘critical’:
-

Roles and responsibilities of the parents’ association in security: This was a
common objective of all schools in 2018 and is followed- up closely with all
schools;

-

Outgoing payments: This is a common objective of the OSG and the Schools
in 2019.

Efforts to promote Risk Management continued in 2018

Efforts towards a meaningful risk management process were continued throughout
2018. These included:
-

Set-up of a system risk register containing the top 5 risks of the European
School System; presentation to governing bodies;

-

Update of the Schools’ risk registers twice a year (pedagogical risks for the
Administrative Board meetings in September and October, administrative
and financial risks for the Administrative Board meetings in January and
February); discussion and presentation of risk registers in Administrative
Board meetings;

-

Summary and revision of the Schools’ risk registers at central level, feedback
at Administrative Board meeting;

-

Revision of the Schools’ top 5 risks in administration and finance at Directors’
meeting; definition and agreement on a new risk.

The aim to link the risk register with other important documents of the Schools
(particularly the Annual School Plans and the Annual Activity Report) is more and
more understood and achieved. Nevertheless, in some Schools more supporting
work will be necessary to get to a meaningful risk register.

2019-02-D-25-en-3
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4. Progress towards a solid Internal Control System
Since 2016, the ES made continued efforts to improve the internal control system.
The following table highlights the most important measures taken during the
financial year 2018. They are structured in 6 building blocks that form the pillars of
the Internal Control System.

Building
(area)

block

Measures taken

1.Mission and
Values
2.Human Resources

2. Planning and risk
management

3. Operation and
control activities

2019-02-D-25-en-3

-

Training on new SAP system for the Authorizing
Officers of the schools, the verificators, the
accountants responsible for salaries payments, the
SAP key users.

-

Information session on negociated procedure for
procurement network.

-

Continued support on risk management by continued
development of top risk registers in the Schools and
the OSG in the areas of pedagogy, administration
and finance.

-

Mandatory guidelines for the preparation of the
Annual Activity Report;

-

Definition of two common pedagogical objectives for
all Schools (school-year 2018-19)

-

Agreement on a strategic multi-annual plan 20192021 with two long-term objectives in administration
and finance

-

Definition of common objectives in administration and
finance for 2019;

-

Issuance of new memorandum on segregation of
duties in financial circuits in compliance with the new
governance model

-

Implementation of the new SAP accounting software
system which went live on 5th November 2018;
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Adaptation of all workflows to the future central
governance model with the functions of Accounting
Officer (central) and Authorizing Officer (central);

4. Information and
Financial reporting

5. Audit and
compliance with
Internal control
standards

-

Revision of SAP authorizations;

-

Issuance of a memorandum for the use of the
register of exceptions;

-

Continued ex-ante control of pre-commitments,
payments and salary postings; Performance of expost controls in 1 School according to ex-post control
plan (shift of ex-ante to ex-post control by the
Financial Control Unit).

-

Revision of the chart of accounts;

-

Harmonized
meetings;

-

Analysis and review of Schools’ Administrative
Boards documents, Annual Activity Reports, Annual
Pedagogical School Plan and Annual Administrative
and Financial School Plan.

agendas

for

Administration

Board

-

Audit of the closure of accounts 2017 of 6 Schools
(Bergen, Culham, Frankfurt, Luxembourg I, Luxembourg
II, Mol and Varese) by the external auditor Deloitte;

-

IAS risk assessment and definition of IAS Strategic Audit
Plan 2019-2021;

-

Follow-up of outstanding audit recommendations
classified as ready for review.

(Information provided by the Internal Control Coordinator of the Central Office)

5. Implementation of the new Financial Regulation
The new Financial Regulation applicable to the Budget of the European Schools (approved
by the Board of Governors via written procedure 2017/46, ended on the 5th September
2017), entered into force on 1st January 2018.
2019-02-D-25-en-3
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5.1 Main changes introduced by the new Financial Regulation
The most important changes that the new text (document 2017-12-D-21-en-1) brings in
comparison with the previous Financial Regulation of 2006, do refer to the 3 following
areas:
5.1.1 Budgetary principles
On this matter (recorded mainly under new Title I “General Principles”, Articles 1-19), no
substantial changes have been made. The purpose has just been the clarification and
rationalization of the existing rules, and their coordination with the equivalent ones in the
Financial Regulation of the European Union (e.g. introduction of the rules related to the
principles of equilibrium, transparency etc).
It has been also modified the timing for the provision of the contribution from the budget of
the EU to the budget of the European Schools, with a view to simplification and facilitation
of treasury management at the level of the Schools (reduction in the number of tranches
from 4 to 3. The new timing (new Article 52) is: 6/12 by 15 January; 4/12 by 15 June, and
the remaining 2/12 by 15 November on the basis of supporting documentation).
5.1.2 Procurement
As regards Procurement (new Article 66), the main changes can be summarized in the
following way:
-a complete alignment has been done with the procurement rules of the European Union,
that will be directly applicable for the European Schools, without prejudice of definition of
some relevant particularities (e.g. recognition of the Schools and of the OSG as the
relevant contracting authorities). This change is intended to facilitate that applicable
procurement rules are always in line with those of the Union, without additional period
needed for their adoption at the European Schools level. It is also expected an additional
support for the Schools in this field via the corresponding helpdesk of the Commission.
-the possibility to use as reference contracts of the Commission or other public entities for
values up to the limit set in the Directive –currently 144.000 euro- (rule of the former article
70 b FR 2006) will be opened only until the end of the year 2019.
-possibility to use a negotiated procedure for values up to the limit set in the Directive –
currently 144.000 euro- with consultation of at least 5 candidates (previously the possibility
to use a negotiated procedure –save exceptional cases- was only for values up to 60.000
euro).

2019-02-D-25-en-3
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For this area of Procurement, it is to be underlined that a remarkable work is being done by
the staff of Procurement cellule of the OSG, via development of detailed guidelines and
model documents for the different procedures, that are being made available for the
Schools via an specific shared platform.

5.1.3 Financial Governance
This is the subject where the main changes are present. The global objective is the
reinforcement of the sound financial management for the whole European Schools system
via a reinforced accountability at central level (newly created functions of central
Authorising Officer and Central Accounting officer on Section I of Title III “Financial Actors”,
Articles 27-37), without minoring the existing responsibilities at the local level of the
Schools and of the OSG. More concretely:
-Centralization of the function of Authorising Officer for the European Schools
system as from 1 January 2020 on the person of the Secretary-General, who would then
appoint authorising officers by delegation on each School and in the OSG (Directors of the
Schools, who could also sub delegate on the Deputy Directors of Primary, Secondary, or
Finance and Administration).
The Authorising Officer of the European Schools shall prepare a Global Annual Activity
Report for the whole ES system, with the corresponding declaration of assurance, as from
the financial year 2020. What is more, in accordance with Article 103 paragraph 6 and 7
the Secretary-General shall present during the transitional period from 01/01/2018 until
31/12/2019 an Annual Activity Report to the Board of Governors in April 2019 and April
2020 on the overall management of the European Schools system. Moreover, by mid- July
2019 the Secretary-General shall also report on the budgetary statements on the
consumption of appropriations, utilisation rates and the projection of the consumption till
the end of the respective year and on the main findings resulting from ex-post controls and
the internal control systems.
During the transitional period until 31 December 2019, the existing functions/responsibilities
for the Directors of the Schools as Authorising Officers remain applicable (see, in this
sense the rules of the FR 2006 that will continue transitionally in force until the end of 2019,
in accordance with art. 102 of the new Financial Regulation). In particular art. 19 of the
former FR 2006 remains applicable.
Also during the transitional period until 31 December 2019, the existing
functions/responsibilities for the financial controller remain applicable (in this sense the Art.
20 of the FR 2006 will also continue transitionally in force until the end of 2019, in
accordance with art. 102 of the new Financial Regulation). As from 2020, the financial
2019-02-D-25-en-3
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controller function will be replaced by and integrated –together with the existing Internal
Control Coordination function- in an Internal Control Capability depending on the Secretary
General/Authorising Officer of the European Schools, in order to support his/her new
responsibilities.
-Centralisation of the function of Accounting Officer for the European Schools,
progressively as from January 2018 in accordance with a calendar with different
phases/milestones approved by the BoG (the latest version of this calendar was approved
by the BoG at its last meeting of December 2017 -document 2017-11-D-35-en-1, annex 2-).
This is a new position, where the appointment corresponds to the BoG to reinforce her/his
independence, in line with the recommendation of the Court of Auditors.
The central Accounting Officer shall sign off the consolidated accounts of the ES system
(as from the financial year 2018) thereby certifying that the consolidated accounts give a
fair and true view of the financial situation and performance of the system on the
corresponding period. She/he shall also sign the individual accounts of the Schools.
This function of central Accounting Officer will be supported by Accounting Correspondents
at the level of the schools and of the OSG, in line with the model currently in place in the
Commission. The accounting correspondents will not sign off the accounts but they will
carry out their work from the functional point of view in accordance with the accounting
standards and procedures issued by the Accounting Officer, while being hierarchically
subordinated to the corresponding authorising officer by delegation (Article 35 paragraph
9). In accordance with paragraph 10 of the Article 35 the Charter of tasks and
responsibilities of the central accounting officer, of his/her assistants at the OSGES and of
the local accounting officers “Correspondents” was approved by the Board of Governors at
its” meeting in December 2018 (Document Ref.: 2018-10-D-67-en-3).
The post of the Accounting Officer of the European Schools has been fulfilled as of 1st
October 2018 and the respective nominations of the Accounting Correspondents at the
Schools have been finalized during the Administrative Boards of January 2019 with the
exception of the School of Luxembourg I where the relevant written procedure for the
nomination has been completed on the 25th of March
It may be added that it was also decided at the meeting of the Board of Governors in
December 2017 to create a Steering group to follow up the implementation of the
centralized model of financial governance and regularly report about the concrete state of
play of the implementation of the project to the Budgetary Committee and the Board of
Governors.
Finally, in addition to the substantive changes related to the three areas abovementioned,
from the formal point of view, a consolidation has been done in one single legal text
“Financial Regulation” of what up to now there were two separated legal texts: the
previous Financial Regulation of 2006 and its implementing Rules.

2019-02-D-25-en-3
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6. The work done by the Financial Control Unit
In 2018, apart from the financial monitoring work on revenue and expenditure still in place
for the most part of the year, the main tasks undertaken by the Financial Control Unit were
the monitoring of the new developments in SAP accounting software, according to the rules
and procedures resulting from the new Financial Regulation; providing advice on financial
and administrative procedures; developing the new Memorandum on the implementation of
segregation of duties in the financial circuits in cooperation with the Internal Control
Coordinator that was released by the Secretary-General on the 25th September 2018
(Ref. 2018-09-M-2-en-1) and providing assistance to the Schools and to the Office in order
to comply with it.
Concerning this last matter, according to Article 19.6 of the Financial Regulation 2006,
corresponds to the financial controller the validation of the internal control procedures put in
place by the Authorising Officers to state an appropriate segregation of duties of initiation
and verification of operations. This validation is a prerequisite for the complete
decentralization of ex ante control taking place, and the role of the central Financial Control
Unit completely evolving to ex post control activity. In order to appropriately comply with
this task and in line with the new Memorandum in place a complete revision of all the
segregation of duties proposed by the Authorising Officers of the European Schools system
has been made before their implementation in the new configuration of SAP accounting
software. What is more, any change on the segregation of duties structure in the course of
the year has to be first submitted to the Financial Control Unit for analysis along with the
required supporting documentation (Acts of delegation, signed copies of the code of
professional standards for any changes to the verificator function and the back-ups,
appointments of accounting officers) and subsequently if the structure is compliant it is
communicated to the SAP Team for the relevant configuration.
All Schools, with the exception of Bergen which applies Model II (Deputy Director for
Finance and Administration being the Accounting Officer), and the Office of the Secretary
General comply with the proposed model of segregation of duties as described in the
corresponding Memorandum (Model I, Deputy Director for Finance and Administration
exercising the role of verificator) showing an important progress compared to previous
exceptions in these models that were in place before it came into force. Certain exceptions
concerning specific transactions still occur but in very limited cases, which are
recommended to be inscribed in the register of exceptions of the Schools concerned
(Bergen, Luxembourg I and Varese).
Moreover, action has been taken in order to comply with the necessity of having a risk
assessment and an act of delegation to the verificator in place whenever a simplified model
is applied, meaning when a transaction is completed after the validation by the verificator
who performs at the same time the authorisation step (4 eyes instead of 6eyes check).
Specific templates and model acts of delegation have been developed in cooperation with
the Internal Control Coordinator and disseminated to the Schools for guidance.
Furthermore, in the context of the training provided to the Authorising Officers in October
2018 for the new configuration in SAP it has been also presented this topic with guidance
about performing the above mentioned risk assessment (transactions to be or not to be
considered, underlying exercise to be performed and justifications needed etc).

2019-02-D-25-en-3
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During most of the financial year 2018, only two out of the four posts foreseen in the
Organigram of the Financial Control Unit: Financial Controller, Deputy Financial Controller
and two post as assistants, were fulfilled. With effect as from 2019, a third post of assistant
was approved. The post of Assistant Financial Controller was fulfilled officially as from 1
October 2018 when the post of Financial Controller became vacant. As of 1st September
2018 one of the positions of assistants has been temporary fulfilled, in order to support the
Unit in the context of the existing vacancies. According to the available information at the
time of writing this report, the post of Financial Controller will probably be vacant also
during 2019, as it is understood that no secondment could be previewed for the remaining
period until the end of 2019, when the function of Financial Control will cease and be
integrated in the Internal Control Capability of the Office of the Secretary General, in the
context of implementation of the reforms resulting from the new Financial Regulation of
2017. It may be finally underlined that at the time of writing this report the process of the
recruitment of two additional posts of assistant (one approved as from 2018 and one as of
2019) is undergoing.
6.1 Ex-ante financial control
6.1.1 Generalities
As mentioned above, the Unit continued on 2018 its daily work on controlling and
approving the expenditures of the Schools and the Central Office. On the basis of
qualitative and quantitative risk criteria, (mainly, amount of the transaction, opinion of
control bodies -IAS and ECA- and risks identified in practise by the exercise of the financial
control activity –in particular, as concerns Segregation of Duties at financial circuits-), the
work of the Unit was mainly focused, in general, on the control of the posting of salaries
and on the payments above determinate quantitative thresholds.
Specifically, during the financial year 2018, the following quantitative thresholds, with
different amounts depending on the Schools, were kept for the transactions, commitments
of expenditure and payment proposals (other than those related to salaries) to reach
the central Financial Control Unit:
-ES Alicante Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 60.000 euro; Payments 60.000 euro; as from
01.02.2018: no ex-ante control, as a general rule.
-ES Bergen Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 60.000 euro; Payments 60.000 euro; as from
01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold for payments
set at 144.000 euro. As from 17th October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Brussels 1-Uccle Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 60.000
euro; as from 01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold
for payments maintained at 60.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 144.000 euro.
As from 17th October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Brussels 2-Woluwe Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 25.000
euro; as from 01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold
for payments maintained at 25.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 144.000 euro.
As from 17th October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
2019-02-D-25-en-3
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-ES Brussels 3-Ixelles Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 134.000
euro; as from 01.02.2018: no ex-ante control, as a general rule.
-ES Brussels 4-Laeken Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 60.000
euro; as from 01.02.2018: no ex-ante control, as a general rule.
-ES Luxembourg 1 Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 15.000 euro;
as from 01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control; As from
05.02.2018 threshold for payments set at 60.000 euro; As from 28.09.2018: no ex-ante
control performed.
-ES Luxembourg 2 Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 60.000 euro;
as from 01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold for
payments maintained at 60.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 144.000 euro. As
from 17th October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Frankfurt Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 15.000 euro; as
from 01.02.2018/ Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold for
payments maintained at 15.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 60.000 euro. As
from 17th October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Karlsruhe Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 15.000 euro; as
from 01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold for
payments maintained at 15.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 144.000 euro. As
from 17th October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Munich Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 15.000 euro; as from
01.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold for payments
maintained at 15.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 60.000 euro. As from 17th
October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Mol Until 04.02.2018: Commitments 60.000 euro; Payments 15.000 euro; as from
05.02.2018: Commitments no longer subject to ex-ante control, and threshold for payments
maintained at 15.000 euro until 28.09.2018 where it was set at 60.000 euro. As from 17th
October 2018 no ex-ante control performed.
-ES Varese Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 134.000 euro; as
from 01.02.2018: no ex-ante control, as a general rule.
-ES Culham Until 27.09.2018: threshold of 15.000 euro for Commitments; as from
28.09.2018 threshold for Commitments set at 60.000 euro. As from 17th October 2018 no
ex-ante control performed.
-OSG Until 31.01.2018: Commitments 134.000 euro; Payments 60.000 euro; as from
01.02.2018: no ex-ante control, as a general rule.
This means, in practice, that below the mentioned thresholds, the transactions did not
reach the inbox of financial control for processing, and the workflow was therefore
completed by the Authorising Officer, at School level.
Nevertheless, apart from the abovementioned generic thresholds, additional random
checks were effected for a limited number of transactions below them during the financial
2019-02-D-25-en-3
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year 2018, to be in line with generally accepted standards for auditing/controlling, which
recommend introducing some elements of unpredictability in the controls. In particular:
- during the period between 26th June (at 19.05h) and 04th July (at 09.20h), an ex-ante
check was reintroduced for transactions, both commitments and payments, above the
threshold of 6.000 euro, for the OSG and the Schools of Alicante, Brussels 3-Ixelles,
Brussels 4-Laeken and Varese.
-throughout the year random checks were done for a limited number of payments below the
quantitative thresholds for payments above described, concretely via the check of some
payments included in the payment proposals/envelopes of SAP reaching the financial
control unit.

Particularities to be commented in relation to the above-mentioned generic thresholds
would be:
-for the Schools of Mol and Culham the reasons for the lowest thresholds set in relation to
other Schools are described below:
in the case of Mol the serious weaknesses identified by the Court of Auditors in their
review of the School for the accounts of the financial year 2014, and the fact that
this School continued applying, still in 2018, the exceptional model III of
Segregation of Duties of the ones foreseen in the relevant Memorandum of 2015
(the same member of the staff -the Deputy Director for Finance and Administrationwas exercising both the verification function and the one of the Accounting Officer).
In the case of Culham, for which some remaining transactions connected with the
closing of the School were still processed in 2018, mostly to the fact that due to the
closure of the School by middle 2017 it was set aside of important projects,
particularly from the full implementation of SAP for payments, which were not
processed via this accounting software for this School.
-for the Schools of Munich, Frankfurt and Karlsruhe the reason for the threshold for
Payments to be set at the lowest level -15.000 euro- was due to the fact that, in the
framework of the implementation on 2017 of the connection between the accounting
software SAP and the electronic payment systems, it was considered erroneously by these
Schools no longer necessary to keep the requirement of the two signatures. This situation
was however not considered in line with the applicable framework by the Financial Control
Unit (further details are provided under point 10.2 of this report) and the Schools were
requested to correct the situation.
Evidence from the bank was received, dated 20 February 2018, about the actual
correction of the situation for the School of Karlsruhe as from 17.11.2017.
For the School of Frankfurt, communication was received from the School
confirming the reintroduction of the double signature for all payments connected
with the main bank account (Commerzbank) as from 8th March 2018, and as from
October 2018 for the payments, in exceptional cases, connected with Deutsche
Bank. Concretely, following the email of the Director of 8th March 2018, additional
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information and documentation from the bank was provided on the 8th November
2018.
For the School of Munich, information was received, on 1st and 2nd October 2018,
about the implementation in practice of the re-stablished double signature, including
explanations of the School and documentation produced by the bank
(Commerzbank) dated 26.02.2018 and 07.03.2018. The Financial control unit
considered necessary to provide additional guidance to the School of Munich in
order to ensure a correct implementation of the Memorandum on payment
procedures of 30th October 2013, concerning also the members of the staff who are
expected to grant the first signature and the second signature on the electronic
payment systems.

The Financial Control Unit will continue closely monitoring the correct application of the
requirement of double signature in these Schools via analysis of the documentation
produced by the banks and the financial controls to be performed during the 2019 financial
year.

For transactions different from Commitments and Payments (for example, salary
related postings in the accountancy), there was no technical possibility to set any
threshold in SAP. Therefore, any transaction of this kind was entering in the inbox of
Financial Control, regardless of the amount for those Schools for which the ex-ante control
was still applicable.

As per the total amount of the transactions checked ex-ante by the Unit, related to
expenditure -where the main focus on the activity of financial control is addressed-, taking
into account the abovementioned parameters, is estimated to be in the region of 55% of the
total expenditure budget of the European Schools (total expenditure of 307.464.295 million
euros in 2018-data subject to adjustments). It has to be taken into account that, as
explained in last years´ reports the automatized production of statistics related to the
financial control activity -in particular, exact amount of transactions signed and exhaustive
list of the transactions refused- although requested by the Unit, are not available in the
current configuration of SAP, as the creation of it would had required the use of substantial
additional development resources by SAP, which were engaged to other priorities that took
precedent.
6.1.2 Procurement Procedures
No procurement procedures were reviewed ex-ante during 2018.
Nevertheless, the ex-post annual plan included the respective point on procurement related
controls. More precisely it comprised of the following points to be reviewed: the existence
of a budgetary commitment prior to the legal commitment with the supplier; on the choice of
the procurement procedure selected, the time limits for receiving the offers, the evaluation
2019-02-D-25-en-3
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reports, the award decision and the contract signed between the contractor and the
contracting authority (European School). What is more, it also comprised a general
analysis about the validity of all the contracts used by the Schools visited, and finally a
detailed review of a sample of one low value contract (15.000-60.000) and one contract
that has been previously published in the official journal of the European Union, taking as a
reference the procurement procedures finished in the 12 months’ period previous to the
control, were also previewed in the plan of ex-post controls for 2018 (to be continued as
well in 2019).
6.1.3 Recruitment procedures
During the financial year 2018, in the framework of the ongoing decentralisation of the exante control performed by the central financial control Unit of the OSG (substitution by expost control), as a general rule the recruitment procedures themselves, were not subject to
ex-ante control at that stage, without prejudice of their possible further analysis in the
framework of ex-post controls. It has to be noted that the ex-post controls plan for 2018
already included a point connected to recruitment procedures of the Locally Recruited
Teachers (also included in the ex-post plan for 2019). For the Office of the Secretary
General is has been decided to keep the ex-ante verification of the recruitment procedures,
nevertheless only one file has been submitted to the Unit for examination. The main
remarks concerned the absence of the signed copy of the declaration of absence of conflict
of interests for one of the Committee Members, absence from the file of the judicial record
of the selected candidate, absence from the file of proof of notification to non-selected
candidates
The Unit advised the Schools also in the fields of the salaries of the seconded staff
members, in particular providing guidance on how to interpret certain emoluments and
elements in the salary slips of the seconded staff members when applying Article 72
(granting of the severance grant) of the Regulations for Members of the Seconded Staff.
Moreover, guidance on the reimbursement of the removal expenses (Art. 62 of seconded
staff regulations) has been provided including information about reinforcement of measures
in order to prevent/detect/sanction possible irregularities in this area.
6.1.4 Trainings
The Unit participated in the preparation and delivery of the trainings in cooperation with the
SAP Team and the Internal Control Coordinator of the Central Office, that took place as
from 16th until 19th of October 2018 and concerned the role of the Authorising Officer
destined to the Directors, Deputy Directors of the Schools, and the Verificators, the role of
accountants dealing with the salaries and the role of SAP Key Users.
The first one, included the power and duties of an Authorising Officer and how this is
translated system wise, meaning what transactions are validated by them and more
precisely which elements are to be checked per each transaction. Moreover, a part of the
training was dedicated to the process of introducing delegations in the system, transactions
to be selected, thresholds to be applied and time period validity. This session was
organized twice so that all relevant parties could attend in case of absences.
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The other consisted of a step by step guide on all the elements to be checked in the
transactions which require the approval of the Verificator in SAP: Pre-commitments,
Contracts, Purchase Orders, MM and FI Invoices, Posting of salaries. A specialized training
has been also organized for SAP key users and the staff members dealing with the salary
preparation.

6.1.5 Refusals
Concerning the transactions refused, the table 2 below shows an overview of the recorded
refusals given throughout the financial year 2018 by entity (Schools and the Office of the
Secretary General). The information presented in this table include:
 the types of the transactions refused;
 the connected Budget Lines or General Ledger accounts;
 the total amount of the transaction indicating as well the specific amount, where is
the case, connected to the reason of the refusal;
 a short description of the subject, and finally
 the reason of the refusal, accompanied by an explanation.

It has to be noted that, as mentioned also above, this information is not derived from the
system via a specific report since the automatic production of such a document is not
available in the current configuration of SAP (the creation of which would require the use of
substantial additional development resources by SAP, which were engaged to other
priorities that took precedent). Nevertheless, this information about transactions refused is
produced based on records kept meticulously outside the system by the Financial Control
Unit during the course of the year.
Refusals made by the Financial Control Unit can be categorized into the following groups:
a) incorrect implementation of Segregation of Duties (SODs) / workflows followed
preceding the final approval of transactions in SAP ;
b) incorrect bookings of salaries and allowances: including wrong calculations coming
from Social Security Institutions or other programs connected to salary calculations
(for ex. NewPersee), incorrectness in calculation of allowances, incorrect account
used, incorrect posting period, open amounts in accounting software connect to
social security contributions;
c) incompliance with procurement rules stated in Financial Regulation: specifically
connected to principles stated on article 54 and 66.3 of the new Financial
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Regulation 2017: that the budgetary commitment should precede the legal
commitment, and exceeding of the maximum ceiling permitted by the Financial
Regulation when a contract is established by another public body, respectively;
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d) incompliance with the budgetary principle of annuality stated in article 12 of the new Financial Regulation 2017;
e) lack of / incorrect supporting documentation of transactions;
f) requested by the School due to internal decisions; and, finally,
g) other irregularities: including wrong supplier, wrong supplier bank account, incorrect posting date etc.
It is important to mention that for the year 2018, contrary to the previous year, the category f regarding refusals requested by the School was
not applicable (no refusal recorded under this category).
A new column has been added in this year’s Refusals table referring to the next steps that have been followed by the Schools or the OSG,
mainly the acceptance of the refusal of Financial Control, the possibility to overrule it or the inscription in the register of exceptions. It has to be
noted that in line with Articles 27, 36 and 45 in case the Authorising Officer maintains his/her proposal he/she shall refer to the Administrative
Board of the School, and the Secretary-General with regard to the Office of the Secretary-General, which may, by a decision stating the full
reasons therefor and on their sole responsibility, overrule the refusal. In case this procedure is not followed, then an inscription in the register
of exceptions should be made.

In certain cases of the checked transactions, approval was finally given after indication from the Financial Control Unit to the Schools and to
the OSG concerning the appropriate correction to be taken or the completion of missing elements.
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Table 2 Refused transactions 2018

Follow-up
Type
of
transaction
and refusal
date

Entity

BC10

Pre
commitment N°
8007

2019-02-D-25-en-3

Budget
Line/Account/
Subject

Amount (€)

60120200
ICT

21/91

277.000 €

Subject/Title

Comments /
Reason
for
refusal

Contract with the
company
My
School extended
on 2016 for a
period of 3 years
without
a
procurement
My School procedure
in
Maintenance place, in line
Services 2018 with
the

Type

c

(overrule,
acceptance,
inscription in the
register of
exceptions)

Overrule of
refusal and
inscription in
the register of
exceptions
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Financial
Regulation.
Possibility
for
extension
not
foreseen in the
original contract
signed with the
mentioned
company.
(See email of FC
of
the
7th
February 2018).

BC10

Posting N°
2000000338
1700000047 (vendor account)

285.100 €

Total BC10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

8.100 €

22/91

Advance
payment

Request
for
advance
not
complete
(amount
not
indicated in the
documentation
signed by the
requester).

e

Refusal
accepted by
the Office and
measure
taken for the
correct
processing of
the identified
error.
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BE10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

Posting N°
9510000002

4001000 staff
debtors / credit;
40013000
european
communities;
40015000 sec
staff accident
insurance;
7188000 eb
revenue misc;
60110101 basic
salaries;
60110102 expat
allowance;
60110103
overtime;
60110202
replacements;
60110104
household
allowance;
60110105
differential
allowance;
60110106 family
allowances;

23/91

339.505 €

Transaction not
in line with the
rules
on
Segregation of
Duties, since it
was initiated and
verified by the
same
staff
member
(see,
please, email of
Salaries
seconded staff FC of 9th March
March 2018 2018).

a

Refusal
acceptedTransaction
reintroduced
including the
necessary
correction
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60110116
weighting sec
staff;60110114
allowance
installations;
70110100 to
70111700
member states
contributions;
70320100
temporary
contributions;
40010500 staff
salary net to be
paid
339.505 €

Total BE10
40010700
External staff –
Inspector to be
paid

CU10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

40010500 Staff Salaries Posting N° Creditors (net to
9510000000
be paid)

24/91

5.631 €

Salary
Seconded

Incorrect
document date
(document date
different
from
posting date)

g

Refusal
acceptedTransaction
reintroduced
by the School
including the
necessary
correction
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5.631 €

Total CU10

KA10

KA10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

Posting N°
1900000707

3000011345
(vendor account
Euromicron
Deutschland
GmbH)

Posting N°
1000006409
19000000729 Vendor account

25/91

Transaction
duplicated
(document
KA10170000094
/2018
already
processed. See,
please, email of
the School of 27
June 2018 in
reply to email of
Fc of 26 June
2018).
20.855 €

2.000 €

Advance
payment
Transaction
duplicated
(document
KA10170000098
/2018
already
Advance
processed. See,
payment for please, email of
school trip the School of 27

g

Refusal
accepted

g

Refusal
accepted
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June 2018).

22.855 €

Total KA10

1000000585
(employee
account)

LA10

Payment
proposal
LA001
17.01.2018

60110115
Severance Grant

3000001853
(vendor account)

2019-02-D-25-en-3

(Total amount
356.140 €)

Departure
Allowance

b

Refusal
acceptedTransaction
reintroduced
by the School
including the
necessary
correction

c

Overrule of
refusal- no
inscription in
the register of
exceptions

466,2 €

Total LA10

LU10

466,2 €

Correction
on
the
retained
amount of the
departure
allowance of one
staff
member
(see email of
Financial Control
of 24th January)

Lack
of
procurement
procedure
in
place in line with
the
financial
rules

60110110
Accident
-136.613,99 €
insurance - Sec.
- 45.374,83 €
Payment
Staff
proposal
(Total:
60110305 Soc.
for the insurance
181.988,82 €) Van Breda Risk services
22.06.2018 LU
sec.
(see,
190
charges/other
& Benefits please, emails of
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expenditure Admin. Staff

Financial Control
of 22 and 25 of
June 2018).

60110306 Soc.
sec. charges/
other
expenditure Ancillary Staff
60110204 Soc.
sec. chargesAuxiliary/Tempor
ary Staff

Payment
proposal
31.08.2018
LU258
LU10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

40014000 Social
Security
institutions
40099000
Transitional
Accounts
60110202
Replacements
CCSS vendor
30000005793

27/91

225.795 €

Transaction not
in line with the
rules
on
Segregation of
Duties, since it
was created and
verified by the
same
staff
memberabsence
of
approval by the
Authorising
Officer
(see
Social Security email
of

a

Refusal
accepted
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Financial Control
of 5th September
2018).

Payment
proposal
12.09.2018
LU10

LU 262

40014000 Social
Security
institutions
40099000
Transitional
Accounts
60110202
Replacements
CCSS vendor
30000005793

2019-02-D-25-en-3

Social Security

a

Refusal
accepted

633.578,82 €

Total LU10
MA10

225.795 €

Transaction not
in line with the
rules
on
Segregation of
Duties, since it
was created and
verified by the
same
staff
memberabsence
of
approval by the
Authorising
Officer
(see
email
of
Financial Control
of
13th
September
2018).

Payment

Insurance

28/91

103.383,46 €

Overrule of
Insurance

Lack

of

c
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proposal ER
services
128 22.03.2018 company Van
Breda Risk &
Benefits.
Insurance
incendie risques
spéciaux 2018.

MA10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

60110301
Salaries Admin
Staff; 60110303
Salaries Ancillary
Staff; 60110305
Soc Sec
Posting N°
Charges other
954000012 – exp. Admin Staff;
4.586,39 €
Regularisation 60110306 Soc
salaries PAS
sec charges
(Total:
09/2018
Auxiliary Staff. 13.326,58 €)

29/91

services

procurement
procedure
in
place
for
insurance
services.
Contract
of
insurance
expired on 2015
(see email of
Financial Control
of 22nd March
2018).

refusal inscription in
the register of
exceptions

No
initial
decision
from
the Management
(on the basis of
Art. 23 of the
regulations
for
AAS staff) the
moment
this
staff
member
took up this new
role (see email
AAS salaries of
Financial
September Control of 28th
2018
September

Overrule of
refusal inscription in
the register of
exceptions

b
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2018).

107.969,85 €

Total MA10

Payment
proposal
MO411
17.05.2018

MO10

Vendor
Vanbreda
Risks&Benefits

Lack
of
procurement
procedure
in
place in line with
the
financial
rules (see email
of
Financial
Control of 5th
July 2018).
16.110,15 €

Insurance
services (fire)

3…. Cigna
Vendor Account

MO10

Payment
proposal
MO425
05.07.2018

2019-02-D-25-en-3

60110204 Soc.
sec.
chargesAuxiliary/Tempor
Accident
ary Staff
43.541,89 € Insurance

30/91

c
-Lack
of
supporting
documentation
about a valid
procurement
procedure
in
place for this
service.
Incorrect
budget line used

Overrule of
refusal inscription in
the register of
exceptions
Acceptance of
refusal

c+b

but
transaction
reintroduced
with the same
data in order
to proceed to
payment for
necessity
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for booking of
expenditure.
Expenditure in
that case had
not
been
charged to the
correct item of
the budget for
each case (two
groups
of
insured
staff
members (see
email
of
Financial Control
of 11th July and
reply
of
the
School of 12
July 2018).

MO10

6011010 Basic
Salaries
60110102
Expatriation
Salaries
Allowance
Posting
60110104
N° 9510000010 Household
12.10.2018
Allowance

2019-02-D-25-en-3

31/91

Total
383.783 €

Wrong posting
period/date
(Posted
in
Salary
October
2018
Seconded Staff
instead
of
November
November
2018)
2018

reasons
(insurance
paid for the
related
period)

b

Acceptance of
refusal Transaction
reintroduced
by the School
with the
necessary
correction
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60110105
Differential
Allowance;
60110106 Family
Allowances
60110107 Birth
Grant 60110103
Overtime
40015000
Seconded staff’s
accident
insurance
(personal share)
7…..
Contributions of
member states
70320100
Temporary
contributions
40010500 Staff
Salaries
Creditors (net to
be paid)
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Payment
proposal
MO10

MO367
01.02.2018

16.044 €

MO10

MO448
20.09.2018

2019-02-D-25-en-3

60110204 Soc.
sec. charges Auxiliary/Tempor
ary Staff
60110110

33/91

Acceptance of
refusal

c

but
transaction
reintroduced
with the same
data for
necessity
reasons
(payment for
accident
insurance)

c

Overrule of
refusal by the
Authorising
Officer

Lack
of
procurement
procedure
in
place in line with
the
financial
rules (see email
of
Financial
Control on the
17th of October).

3000007723
Vendor account Cigna
International
Payment
proposal

Insurance
contract
on
which
the
payment
proposal
is
based,
considered
as
expired, since it
was signed on
Insurance for the year 2005 for
“accidents de a 3 year period
travail” with the (see email of
company Axa Financial Control
Belgium
on
the
16th
February).

43.451, 89 €
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Accident
insuranceStaff

MO10

Sec.

40010000
National salaries
to be reimbursed
60110301
Salaries Admin
Salary posting Staff
N° 9540000000

2019-02-D-25-en-3
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20.840 €

The
timeline
decided by the
School for the
debt to be paid
back is quite
large (8 years)
and
disproportionate
to
the
time
during
which
these
allowances were
received (in a
course of 2,5
years- decision
by the School
considered not
in line with the
principle
of
sound financial
Reimbursemen management
t
family laid down in art.
allowances
2
of
the

No possibility
to overrule
this kind of
transaction
technically in
the system
Refusal
accepted

b

Follow up has
not been
provided by
the School
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Financial
Regulation- see
email
of
Financial Control
of
24th
of
October).
40014000
Social Security
institutions
3000002643
(vendor
account
RIJKSDIENST
VOOR
SOC.ZEKER)
60110204 Soc.
sec. charges Auxiliary/Temp
orary Staff
Payment
proposal
MO460
MO10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

18.10.2018

60110305
Soc. sec.
charges/other
expenditure -

35/91

196.339 €

Open amounts
in SAP related
to
social
security
institutions
(account
40014000) of
the
previous
financial years
(since 2015). A
proper follow
up could not
be done for the
payments
related
to
social security
institutions
(account
40014000).
The matter has

b

Overrule of
refusal by the
Authorising
Officer Inscription in
the register of
exceptions
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Admin. Staff

been
signalized
to
the School and
a solution has
been proposed
connected to
the clearing of
the
bank
statements.
(see email of
Financial
Control of 25th
October).

60110306
Soc. sec.
charges/ other
expenditure Ancillary Staff
60110307
Soc. sec.
charges/ other
expend.Auxiliary Ancil

720.109,93 €

Total MO10
3…. Vendor
Account

MU10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

(95.151,26 €

Payment
proposal

40040100
National
salaries to be
reimbursed

335.098,76 €)

10.01.2018
MU 313

60110111
social security

Total
947.071,84 €

36/91

88.601,97€
428.219,85 €
Reimbursem
ent of
national
salaries

Expenditure
(reimbursemen
t of the salaries
to
seconded
staff members)
related
to
previous
financial years
(2016
and

d

Overrule of
refusal -no
inscription in
the register of
exceptions
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deduction

Payment
proposal MU
423/
MU10

2019-02-D-25-en-3

29.05.2018

Cigna Accident
Insurance 2017 31.704,56 €

37/91

2017) principle
of annuity (Art
12 of the new
Financial
Regulation-see
email
of
Financial
Control of 25th
January).

Insurance
services
(cigna
international)

Lack
of
supporting
documentation
about
procurement
procedure
followed
for
insurance
services (see
emails
of
Financial
Control of 22nd
June and 10th
July).

c

Overrule of
refusal -no
inscription in
the register of
exceptions
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40055000
44400000
Payment
proposal
MU505
MU10

20.09.2018

Invoices to be
received
VAT

3.059 €

Vendor
300000429

(Total: 38.165 Greitner
Gebauder
€)

2019-02-D-25-en-3

c

Overrule of
refusal –
Inscription in
the register of
exceptions

b

Overrule of
the refusal Inscription in
the register of
exceptions

981.835,40 €

Total MU10

UC10

Payment
for
services
not
included in the
contract with
the supplier.

Payment
proposal N°
UC055
26.9.2018

3000005614
Vendor
account

38/91

700.655 €

Social
Security

No clear follow
up
of
the
amounts paid
against
the
provisions
already made
mainly due to
the
quantity
and complexity
of
all
the
different
amounts
(provisions,
credits ONSS,
negative
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amounts to be
offset against
the
several
invoices to be
paid) could be
made.

4.017 €

UC10

Posting N°
9520000055

(Total:
133.397 €)

2019-02-D-25-en-3

No possibility
to overrule
this kind of
transaction
technically in
the system.
Acceptance of
refusal

b

Corrected
transaction
reintroduced

704.672 €

Total UC10
WO10

Regularisatio
n non
seconded
staff salaries
(Negative
Salaries)

Incorrect
amount
connected to
the net to be
paid
(calculated in
excess)
booked under
account
40010500 net
to be paid (see
email
of
Financial
Control of 18th
October).

Posting N°

60110115

39/91

difference

Departure

New

b

No possibility
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9510000001
of 05.02.2018

Severance
Grant

1.682,36
GBP=1910 €
(99.725,05 €
87.688,23
GBP)

Total WO10

1.910 €

GRAND TOTAL

3.803.633,20
€

allowances

calculation
requested by
the Financial
Control based
on the new
correcting
coefficient
in
place
(see
email
of
Financial
Control on the
5th February).

to overrule
this kind of
transaction
technically in
the system
Acceptance of
refusal –New
transaction
introduced

The following charts give a more visual picture by presenting the total volume of the refusals per type of category group -in euros
and in percentages of the grand total- and by entity (School). The highest part of the refusals given 34,51 % represent the ones
connected to incorrectness on Salary Bookings. The next highest percentages, stand for refusals connected to the incompliance
with the budgetary principle of annuality stated in art. 12 of the Financial Regulation, the incorrectness of Segregations of Duties
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application on the financial transactions executed, and the incompliances with procurement rules, 24,90%, 20,80 % and 18,83 %
respectively. The other irregularities and the ones related to supporting documentation follow with 0.75 % and 0,21 % respectively.
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The main concern of the Unit during the checks is that the principle of sound financial
management and the rules stemming from the Financial Regulation are respected and
applied by all stakeholders in the budget implementation process. In this regard, it is
considered that the work of the Unit contributed to the improvement of the quality of the
financial information in the system and to the savings in the budget of the Schools.

6.2 Ex-post financial control
6.2.1 Plan for 2018
As mentioned also under point 2 above, since the financial year 2017, the activity of the
Unit had been shifting progressively from ex-ante to ex-post control, in accordance with the
corresponding annual plans for ex-post control approved by the Board of Governors. For
the financial year 2018, the corresponding annual plan was approved by the Board of
Governors in December 2017 –document 2017-10-D-41-en-2.
In the execution of the mentioned ex-post control plan for 2018, the School of Brussels II
was visited, at the end of November 2018. The scope of the controls was defined under
point 4 of the annual plan:
“4. Proposed content for the ex post financial control plan and Schools to be visited
4.1.1.- Human Resource related ex-post controls:
a) Recruitment procedures and salaries of locally recruited teachers. On this item will
be checked compliance with the relevant rules stated on the new Service
Regulations for the Locally Recruited teachers in the European Schools (2016-05D-11-en-2) and corresponding Memorandum. Particular attention is to be paid to
the justification and documentation of exceptions on recruitment procedures. The
proposed sample is defined as of 10% of the recruitments done in the 12 months
period previous to the control.
b) Evaluations of Administrative and Ancillary staff (AAS). Review will be made about
compliance with the relevant rules for evaluation stated on the corresponding
Service Regulations. For this purpose, checks will be made for all the members of
the AAS staff of the Schools visited.
4.1.2.- Procurement related ex-post controls:
c) Procurement procedures: The ex post controls will check whether the relevant
financial rules are correctly applied on the tendering procedures followed by the
School. Special focus will be paid to the existence of a budgetary commitment prior
to the legal commitment with the supplier; on the choice of the procurement
procedure selected; on the time limits for receiving the offers; on the evaluation
reports; on the award decision; and on the contract signed between the contractor
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and the contracting authority (European School). Attention will be paid also to
review that expired contracts are not being used by the Schools. In this framework
the proposed scope of the control will cover:
-a general analysis about the validity of all the contracts used by the Schools
visited, and additionally:
-a detailed review of a sample of one low value contract (15.000-60.000) and one
contract that has been previously published in the official journal of the European
Union, per School visited, taking as a reference the procurement procedures
finished in the 12 months period previous to the control.
4.1.3.- Payment related ex-post controls:
d) Banking operations and access rights to online banking systems. The ex-post
controls will focus on:
-verifying that all Schools adhere to the four-eyes principle when creating payments
in their online banking systems, in accordance with the Financial Regulation and
with the Memorandum on payment procedures. For this purpose a sample of 20
payments will be reviewed per School visited taking as a reference the 12 months
period previous to the control; and
-checking the access rights of persons authorised to perform banking operations,
thus helping reduce the risks of unauthorized persons performing banking
operations or that staff no longer working for the European Schools is still on the
list of authorised personnel. For this purpose the letters sent to the banks by the
Schools as well as the implementation of these changes done by the banks will be
required. In this framework special attention will be paid to the new procedure set
as from October 2017 to regularly review bank mandates (document 2017-09-D42-en-1), to check compliance with it.
4.1.4.- Ex-post controls related to the Internal control system:
e) Approval of legal commitments by the Authorizing Officer (AO) or by the Authoring
Officer by delegation (AOD). Sample of legal commitments (contracts and
purchase orders) will be checked to verify whether Article 19.4 of the Financial
Regulation of 2006 (still in force transitionally during 2018 and 2019) is
appropriately followed. For this purpose a sample of 20 purchase orders/contracts
will be checked per School visited.
f) Extra-budgetary accounts. A generic review is intended to be made about the
compliance of the extra-budgetary activity in place at the Schools with the
requirements set in the financial rules, in particular about:
-approval by the Administration Board for the creation of extra-budgetary accounts.
-register of the revenue and expenditure in the financial statements.
g) Register of Exceptions. It is considered appropriate to analyse whether Schools
have in place a register of exceptions, in line with Internal Control Standard nº 9
(new Internal Control Standards approved by the Board of Governors on December
2016, doc: 2016-10-D-27-en-2), and the nature of the transactions/decisions
included on it. Attention will be also paid to the possible actions taken to remedy
the reasons for the deviations occurred. For this purpose, a review is intended to
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be made about the transactions entered in the register in the financial years 2017
and 2018.
h) Reductions granted in school fees. Review will be made about compliance with the
relevant rules defined by the Board of Governors. For this purpose, a sample of 10
cases per School visited will be selected on a random basis.
i) Revision of the achievement of the objectives included in the Annual Administrative
and Financial School Plan 2017. For this particular item, in addition to the Schools
to be visited as defined below under point 4.2, it will be offered to the rest of the
Schools the possible revision of their objectives. This item will be performed in
cooperation with the Internal Control Coordinator of the European Schools.
j) Where applicable to the Schools visited, follow-up of weaknesses identified in the
audit reports issued by the company Deloitte in its audit of the accounts of several
Schools for the financial year 2016 (the accounts of the 4 Schools in Brussels plus
the ones of the School in Munich were audited by Deloitte). Also where applicable
to the Schools to be visited, follow-up of weaknesses identified by the Court of
Auditors in the framework of its review of the 2016 accounts (the Schools of
Karlsruhe and Alicante were visited by the Court for the 2016 accounts). “
6.2.2 Control at the European School of Brussels II
The mission on the spot to the School was carried out in the week of 26th November 2018.
On the basis on the checks done at the visit and of the subsequent information provided by
the School, the provisional report is under preparation at the time of writing the report
6.2.3 Control at the European School of Brussels I

The mission on the spot to the School was carried out at the end of November 2017. A
follow-up visit had been effected in April 2018. On the basis of the checks done at the visit
and of the subsequent information provided by the School, the provisional report (Ref.
2018-03-D-27-en-1) was issued on the 20th December 2018. After the analysis of the
replies of the School, received by the end of January 2019, and subsequent clarification
exchanges, a definitive report (Ref. 2018-03-D-27-en-2) has been issued and
communicated to the Head of the School, to the Secretary-General and Deputy SecretaryGeneral and to the Presidency of the Board of Governors.
A summary of the recommendations of this definitive report is provided here below:

IV.- SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

IV.- 1 Salaries and allowances of Seconded Staff
-Special attention should be paid to the determination of the relevant professional
experience of seconded staff members to reassure that all the relevant supporting
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documentation exists for the years mentioned in the form, since on the basis of this
information the School fixes the step on the salary scale in accordance with Memorandum
2011-09-M-1/RC Annex A. In this context it is also recommended that the OSG makes the
possible effort to obtain the signed form of the determination of the relevant professional
experience by the national authorities (although as mentioned in the form after one month
the information about the professional experience is regarded accurate even not returned
by the national authorities) or even consider, as alternative, possible regulation where the
matter of obtaining the signed form from the national authorities is set as obligatory
requirement as an extra level of assurance regarding the information introduced by the
teacher.
-It is recommended that the OSG continues reminding the national authorities about the
obligation to provide the national payslips of the seconded staff members directly to the
Schools, in accordance with Article 49 §2 (a) of the Regulations for Members of the
Seconded Staff.
-The determination of entitlements on appointment should be signed by the Deputy Director for
Finance and Administration and the Director in line with Memorandum 2017-09-M-1-en.
-Removal procedures should be closely monitored by the School in order to reassure
correct application of Article 62 of the Regulations for Members of the Seconded Staff
concerning the reimbursement of the related expenses. The request for this reimbursement
should include a declaration from the teacher that the removal has been carried out
satisfactorily.
-Declaration on other allowances of same nature in accordance with Article 52.2 and
certificate of dependent child in accordance with Memorandum 2017-09-M-1-en should be
provided and kept in the personnel file. Moreover, in line with this Memorandum the
Director should check at least once per year that annual declarations required by Article 52
of the staff regulations are provided, certificates of enrolment have been supplied by all
staff who receive the education allowance and all the national salary statements have been
received up to a recent date without interruption. The Director should record in writing that
these checks have been carried out.

IV.- 2 Approval of legal commitments by the Authorising Officer
-It is recommended that the date should be always mentioned along with the signature of
the Authorising Officer on the paper copy of the Purchase Order that is send to the third
parties in order to reassure a transparent view about the date as from which the School
decides to be legally binded with them, having also as prerequisite that the workflow is
completed in the SAP system.
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-For the same reason of transparency and legal certainty, it is also recommended that the
School keeps evidence of the actual date that the signed copy of the purchase order was
sent to the third party.

IV.- 3 Bank authorisations
- It is recommended that the School obtains formal letters of exchange communication with
its’ Bank to have confirmation about which account(s) is (are) still open and all the
“modalités de gestion” of these (including possibility of using funds by means other than
electronic ones).
- It is recommended that the g/l accounts corresponding to the bank accounts that had
been closed are blocked in the SAP accounting software in order to avoid potential booking
mistakes.
- It is recommended that the rules on signature rights for payments are strictly followed and
that in case of any deviation it is included in the Register of Exceptions (ICS 9).

- It is recommended to regularly perform bank reconciliations between the bank statements
and the g/l accounts and at least at the interval determined by the corresponding Charter of
tasks and responsibilities for the Accounting Officer function.

- The double signature has to be applied in all cases and any payment introduced directly
in the electronic banking software (without a direct link with an existing payment file in SAP)
has to be inscribed in the Register of Exceptions.
- Until the centralised model for the execution of payments is actually implemented, the second
signature in the electronic banking software has to be the one of the Authorising Officer, especially
for the most important payments in line with Memorandum 2013-10-M-1-en-1.

IV.- 4 Procurement Procedures
-It is recommended that attention is paid to the full compliance with the Rules governing the
procurement procedures.
- A note (Financing decision) should be prepared justifying the type of the procurement
procedure chosen, which should be signed by the Director.
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- Regarding the composition of the opening and evaluation committee, it is recommended
to the School to consider the possible inclusion of additional different (outside of the
School) members in the committee, in particular in the cases of the highest value
procurements organised by the School, keeping evidence in the procurement file about the
attempts that were made by the School for this purpose.

IV.- 5 Extra Budgetary Activity
-It is recommended that the existing ones and any new extra budgetary activity do receive
the formal approval of the Administration Board, before they are actually implemented.
-It is recommended that revenue and expenditure connected with extra budgetary activity is
recorded in the accounts in a way that allows a transparent overview of the different
activities.
-It is recommended that Guidelines are developed at the central level (OSG) in order to
complement the limited provisions previewed by the Financial Regulation to the extra
budgetary activity and thus support a homogenous treatment of the matter throughout the
European Schools system.
-For reasons of sound financial management and in order not to underestimate the total
cost of the extra budgetary activities an as much as possible accurate estimation is
recommended to be made in a way that ensures self-financing in the scale of the whole
financial year.

IV.- 6 Register of Exceptions
-The inscription in the register should be made by the School before the actual deviation
from the regulations or procedures takes place. It is therefore recommended to date and
sign the entries into the register of exceptions, in order to prove prior formal agreement of
the Director with the deviation from the applicable rules/procedures, in line with ICS nº 9. In
any case, for reasons of transparency, it is also recommended to record any infringement
of the rules/regulations even if detected after it occurred (ex-post).
-Any situation of deviation from applicable rules and procedures (financial, administrative
etc) should be properly recorded by the School in the register of exceptions, unless a
specific rule set by the Board of Governors or by the Secretary-General requires a separate
register/document for a determinate type of exceptions or derogations. In these cases,
reference can be made in the Register of exceptions about the specific recording made in a
document other than the register itself.
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-It is recommended that the Memorandum for the use of the Register of Exceptions (201807-M-01-en-1) applicable as of 6th September 2018 is followed by the School.

It is finally to be underlined the difficulties being faced in practise by the Unit in order to
make progress in the implementation of the ex-post control activity, in the current
framework of shortage of human resources at the Unit and the continuing ex-ante control
activity performed until the last trimester of the financial year 2018 (end of October 2018).

6.4 Follow up of specific financial controls and investigations undertaken in previous
financial years
6.4.1 European School of Brussels I
As reported in previous years, following the findings made at the level of the School and of
the financial control unit, subsequent forensic investigations performed at this School by
the company KPMG showed evidence of a systematic fraudulent scheme addressed
against monetary funds of the European School of Brussels I-Uccle, involving material
amounts, and taking place during the years 2006-2012, with the involvement of an ex
member of the accounting staff. The global estimation of the irregular use of the funds of
the School for the total mentioned period, in accordance with the mentioned forensic
investigation, was determined at 2,9 million euro.
Concerning the described facts, and the evidences about their criminal nature, all the
relevant information was provided to the judicial authorities. After a long penal instruction,
on 17th January 2019 judgement has been issued by the 59ème chambre du Tribunal
Correctionnel de Bruxelles. The judgement condemns the former accountant of the School
to 40 months prison -suspended for the time exceeding the one already spent in preventive
prison-, to a professional interdiction for a period of 7 years and to pay back to the School
of Bruxelles I the amount of 2.930.889,30 euro, to be increased with the corresponding
interests after 30 June 2010 until 31 January 2019 (705.380,75 euro) as well as to the
payment of the expenses of the procedure, 18.000 euro, this is in total 3.654.270,05 euro.
Other persons have been also condemned to compensation to the School of Bruxelles I on
the basis of their participation in/benefit from the fraudulent scheme.
As per the next actions to be taken for the recovery of the funds, according to the
information received from the lawyers of the European Schools, the actual possibilities of
recovery of funds are considered to be limited, account taken of the possible situation of
insolvency of the responsible persons. It was nevertheless identified during the instruction
of the case a Real State property in Linkebeek which was considered to be acquired, at the
price of 214.000 euro, with the funds irregularly taken from the School of Brussels I, and
the Tribunal consequently ordered its seizure. The subsequent actions to be done by the
lawyers for the protection of the financial interest of the European Schools will be therefore,
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as a priority, addressed to the prosecution of the referred to asset. It has been nevertheless
also mentioned by the lawyers in their last communications of 13th and 27th March that a
request to the Tribunal Correctionnel to interpret its’ judgement has been presented, due to
the different interpretation of the ministère public, claiming that the confiscation operated
should benefit the Belgian State instead of the School, in relation to the one defended by
the lawyers of the European Schools.
All the above-mentioned facts and subsequent judicial developments have been regularly
and timely communicated to the OLAF (European Anti-Fraud Office), also during 2018 and
beginning of 2019, in order for this body to assess whether additional investigation was to
be carried out on its side, in addition to the described procedures at the level of the Court of
Justice.
The financial control unit will be regularly monitoring during 2019 the developments
connected with the execution of the judicial decisions resulting from the abovementioned
proceedings, in particular as regards the possible recovery of funds by the European
Schools system.
In relation to the above facts, it may be underlined that important measures have been
taken by the European School system in the last years to substantially mitigate the risk of
fraud, in particular:
-issuance of guidelines for ethics and security (document 2013-01-D-9-en-1).
-adoption of an accounting software (SAP) which allows a link with the electronic payment
systems. This matter is further developed under point 10.2 of this report.
-reinforcement of the rules for segregation of duties on financial circuits –an updated
Memorandum of the Secretary General was released on 25th September 2018 in
substitution of the former one of July 2015- and, specially, its effective implementation in
the accounting software, for which a full alignment with the requirements of the financial
rules was achieved within the financial year 2018, throughout an improved configuration of
the SAP accounting software that went live on 5th November 2018. Moreover, it established
a stricter approach towards the possible exceptions to the proposed models of financial
circuits. Furthermore, it addressed the recommendation for the Internal Audit Service (IAS)
by including the tasks of operational initiation and verification making the distinction from
the financial one.
-introduction of a clause of competence in the Financial Regulation for the OLAF for the
European Schools, in force as from the financial year 2015. Additionally, specific
Administrative Arrangements were signed on the 5th February 2018 between the OLAF and
the European Schools to further regulate the practicalities of the cooperation between the
two Institutions.

6.5 Participation in Working Groups
The financial controller also participated during 2018 in several working groups and
committees:
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-AAS Regulations working group.
-Locally recruited teachers working group.
-Sickness Insurance Fund management committee.
-Working group for the analysis of the situation of the Bursars (Deputy Directors for
Finance and Administration)
-SAP Project Management.
-Annual ordinary meetings with the Bursars of the European Schools, as chairman.
-Steering Committee for the centralisation of the financial governance

7. Implementation of the budget
The following tables provide a summary of financial data regarding budget implementation
for a comparative period of the last four years.
The figures show an increase of 8,52 % over the four-year period and an increase of 0,52
% compared to the financial year 2017. It should be noted that the pupil population as an
absolute figure increased by 1.273 (4,91 %) since 2015, and by 299 (1,11 %) between
2017 and 2018. (Pupil numbers can be found in document 2018-10-D-17-en-1, “Facts and
Figures on the Beginning of the 2018-2019 School Year in the European Schools”). The
Schools displaying the highest percentage difference compared to previous year
expenditure are Frankfurt (due mainly to an increase of expenditure for Locally Recruited
Teachers) and Munich (due to the two amending Budgets for shortage of appropriations for
seconded staff and locally recruited teachers). The Central Office and the School Brussels I
follow with 7,71% and 4,46% respectively. The differences between the initial budget
approved per year and the actual implementation of the relevant appropriations are shown
further in the report, in table 7.
Table 3 below shows the development of costs as from 2015 up to 2018.
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Table 3: Development of costs 2015 to 2018 - Expenditure (€)
Entity

2015

2016

2017

2018

%
2015 - 2018

%
2017 - 2018

Alicante

12.567.243

11.848.348

12.028.295

12.538.732

-0,23 %

4,24 %

Bergen

8.220.538

8.452.380

8.665.683

8.355.293

1,64 %

-3,58 %

Brussels I

33.981.531

36.256.685

37.158.331

38.815.249

14,22 %

4,46 %

Brussels II

31.464.563

32.397.210

33.619.338

33.776.052

7,35 %

0,47 %

Brussels III

28.258.438

30.475.482

30.976.806

30.713.778

8,69 %

- 0,85 %

Brussels IV

18.490.064

21.955.018

25.374.721

25.954.464

40,37 %

2,28 %

Culham

8.389.304

7.535.376

5.824.687

N/A

N/A

N/A

Frankfurt

13.905.433

14.822.144

15.368.730

16.932.400

21,77 %

10,17 %

Karlsruhe

11.263.654

11.054.365

11.437.624

11.873.104

5,41 %

3,81 %

Luxembourg I

28.591.172

29.893.809

30.876.769

31.286.302

9,70 %

1,33 %

Luxembourg II

23.545.336

25.175.579

26.821.264

26.650.092

13,19 %

- 0,64 %
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Mol

10.905.770

11.143.436

11.836.104

11.414.122

4,66 %

- 3,57 %

Munich

24.729.025

24.671.803

25.628.145

27.900.029

12,82 %

8,87 %

Varese

17.988.552

18.110.937

18.599.241

18.696.803

3,94 %

0,52 %

Central Office

11.105.430

10.929.803

11.658.628

12.557.875

13,08%

7,71 %

283.336.053

294.721.803

305.874.366

307.464.295

8,52 %

0,52 %

TOTAL

The figures for 2015-2017 depict the commitments approved and actually used (not cancelled), not including carried forward from the previous year.
The figures for 2018 (provisional and subject to possible adjustments), depict commitments approved including the carried forward to the next year.
* Since Culham has definitely been closed in the month of August 2017 the expenditure is equal to zero.
Provisional Data processed on 18/03/2019 – Closing reports SAP

Table 4 shows the development of the cost per pupil over the same four-year period. It should be mentioned that Brussels IV has occupied
years from 1 up to 7 of the secondary cycle, progressively since 2010, so its cost is not fully comparable with that of the rest of the Schools.
The highest increases of total cost per pupil over the period 2015-2018 are noticed in the Schools of Frankfurt, Munich and Varese 14,98 %,
11,73 % and 10,24 respectively. The table shows as well aggregated costs for Luxembourgish and Brussels Schools, besides the cost per the
individual School. In 2018, the cost per pupil for the Brussels Schools was 10.121 € showing a slight decrease of 1,07% since the previous
year, while for the Schools in Luxembourg a decrease of 1,62%.
The cost per pupil for year 2018 across the Schools, including the costs of the Office of the Secretary-General, is € 11.397, showing a
decrease of 37 €, in absolute figures compared to 2017. For the period 2015-2018 a 2,81 % increase is recorded. Taking into account the
weighted average cost per pupil across all the Schools only, a decrease of 0,60% is noticed since last year
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Table 4 : Cost per pupil 2015 to 2018 (€)
Entity

Alicante
Bergen
Brussels I
Brussels II
Brussels III
Brussels IV
Brussels I, II, III & IV
Culham
Frankfurt
Karlsruhe
Luxembourg I
2019-02-D-25-en-3

%

%

2015 - 2018

2017 - 2018

12.072

-4,13

2,14

16.527

15.864

5,56

-4,01

10.575

10.381

10.185

- 0,59

- 1,88

10.589

10.737

10.944

10.921

3,13

- 0,21

9.632

10.137

10.170

9.999

3,81

- 1,65

7.897

8.555

9.303

9.283

17,54

- 0,22

9.703

10.075

10.232

10.121

4,31

- 1,07

16.409

17.237

14.935

N/A

N/A

N/A

9.701

10.178

10.368

11.154

14,98

7,59

13.309

13.465

13.638

14.018

5,33

2,79

9.481

9.518

9.385

9.343

-1,45

- 0,45

2015

2016

2017

2018

12.592

11.968

11.819

15.028

15.848

10.246
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10.336

10.451

10.503

10.187

- 1,44

- 3,01

Luxembourg I & II

9.849

9.923

9.874

9.713

- 1,38

- 1,62

Mol

15.091

15.307

16.045

15.882

5,24

- 1,02

Munich

11.015

10.829

11.128

12.307

11,73

10,59

Varese

12.803

13.373

14.097

14.114

10,24

0,12

10.652

10.846

10.998

10.932

2,63

- 0,60

11.086

11.264

11.434

11.397

2,81

Luxembourg II

All schools

All Schools + Central Office (Total)
Figures based on Table 3

Number of pupils calculated on a basis of a weighted average (N° in October of the year n-1 * 8/12 + N° in October of the year n * 4/12)
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Table 5 shows a more detailed breakdown of the expenditure per type of cost.
The highest percentage of the total expenditure is attributed to Salaries for Seconded Staff, Locally Recruited Teachers and Educational Support -mainly
including SEN support-, more precisely the 73,85 %. The remuneration of Administrative and Ancillary Staff and expenditure connected to Buildings (Cleaning,
Electricity, Heating, Maintenance etc) follow with 12,41 % and 8,09% respectively. The final three categories of Miscelleneous expenditure (including BSGEE
for the Office of the Secretary General), Pedagogical Expenditure and Educational Support (Products for classes, Expenses related to photocopiers, Library
expenditure, Material and Training for Educational Support) and ICT represent 2,45%, 2,32 % and 0,88 % of the total expenditure respectively.
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A

Table 5 Total Cost per type of expenditure 2018
C
D
E
F

B

Salaries
(Seconded
Remuneration Pedagogical
Staff,
of
Expenditure
Locally
and
Recruited Administrative
and Ancillary Educational
Teachers
Staff
Support
and
Educational
Support)

Buildings

ICT

Total:

G

H

Other:

Total
expenditures

A+B+C+D+E (Miscellaneous+BSGEE)

Alicante

9.698.220

1.569.616

333.105

726.214

38.842

12.365.997

172.735

12.538.732

Bergen

6.548.083

890.944

233.365

462.664

79.565

8.214.621

140.672

8.355.293

Brussels I

30.488.164

4.272.428

903.939

2.571.448

115.395

38.351.374

463.875

38.815.249

Brussels II

25.933.975

3.832.552

721.096

3.067.868

20.409

33.575.900

200.152

33.776.052

Brussels III

23.954.370

3.408.589

686.082

2.376.002

61.572

30.486.615

227.163

30.713.778

Brussels IV

19.918.273

2.653.176

641.495

2.357.459

111.024

25.681.427

273.037

25.954.464
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Culham

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Frankfurt

13.032.835

1.767.028

394.814

1.549.440

23.351

16.767.468

164.932

16.932.400

Karlsruhe

8.526.781

1.502.161

365.723

1.118.250

134.797

11.647.712

225.392

11.873.104

Luxembourg
I

24.157.629

3.935.141

744.027

2.108.894

36.651

30.982.342

303.960

31.286.302

Luxembourg
II

19.851.962

3.071.837

631.426

2.762.521

66.188

26.383.934

266.158

26.650.092

Mol

7.838.445

1.741.924

250.429

1.360.693

12.212

11.203.703

210.419

11.414.122

Munich

21.885.443

2.320.364

648.667

1.669.801

17.867

26.542.142

1.357.887

27.900.029

Varese

14.249.816

2.284.487

441.000

1.431.000

25.500

18.431.803

265.000

18.696.803

OSG

969.039

4.906.231

139.437

1.321.022

1.959.722

9.295.451

3.262.424

12.557.875

Total

227.053.035

38.156.478

7.134.605

299.930.489

7.533.806

307.464.295

73,85

12,41

2,32

97,55

2,45

% of the
Total
Expenditure
Figures based on Table 3
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Key to table 5
A: Commitment items 60110100, 60110200 and 60110400: Expenditure related to seconded Staff, Expenditure related to Locally Recruited Teachers and Remunerations related to
educational Support respectively.
B: Commitment item 60110300 : Expenditure related to Administrative and Ancillary Staff.
C: Commitment items 60210100 and 60220100:
Educational Support.

Respectively, expenditure related to Pedagogical Expenditure (including ICT material/software for pedagogical purposes) and

D: Commitment item 60120100 Expenditure related to Buildings.
E: Commitment item 60120200 Expenditure related to ICT (in particular, software for administration and training).
F: Total of Columns A,B,C,D and E.
G: Commitment items 60120400 Miscellaneous administrative expenditure and 60120300 BSGEE for the OSGES
H: Total Expenditures.
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Table 5 bis shows a numerical analysis of the evolution of the expenditure per type of cost during the period 2015-2018.
The total expenditure for the period 2015 to 2018 has increased by 8,52 %. The expenses related to Buildings show an increase of 23,33 % in
2018 compared to 2015.
The expenditure for Administrative Staff follow with an increase of 13,41% over the four-year period (33,6 € million in 2015 to 38,2 € million in
2018) and can be justified by the salary adjustments and the salary steps which have to be attributed according to the Staff regulation.
The expenditure for Salary (Seconded Staff, Locally Recruited Teachers and Educational Support) depicts an increase of 6,63% from 212,9 €
millions in 2015 to 227,1 € millions in 2018. The main reason is due to an increase of Locally Recruited Teachers by 28,2% since 2015 that more
than compensates the decrease of salary expenses of Seconded Staff and was necessary in order to satisfy the increasing need due to a greater
student population.
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Table 5 bis Total Cost per type of Expenditure 2015-2018
Type of expenditure
2015

2015 – 2018 2017 – 2018
%
%

2016

2017

2018

212.941.635

219.367.058

230.102.736

227.053.035

6,63%

-1,33%

33.645.873

35.542.377

37.942.543

38.156.478

13,41%

0,56%

246.587.508

254.909.435

268.045.279

265.209.513

7,55%

-1,06%

Pedagogical Expenditure and
Educational Support = D

6.693.377

7.146.095

6.107.551

7.134.605

6,59%

16,82%

Buildings = E

20.176.143

23.814.588

21.923.383

24.883.276

23,33%

13,50%

ICT = F

2.865.419

1.773.419

2.345.124

2.703.095

-5,66%

15,26%

276.322.447

287.643.537

298.421.337

299.930.489

8,54%

0,51%

7.013.606

7.078.266

7.453.029

7.533.806

7,42%

1,08%

283.336.053

294.721.803

305.874.366

307.464.295

8,52%

0,52%

Salaries (Seconded Staff,
Locally Recruited Teachers
and Educational Support) =
A
Remuneration of
Administrative and Ancillary
Staff = B
Total Salary Expenses
=C

A+B

Total: C+D+E+F
Other (miscellaneous +
BSGEE)
Total expenditures
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Table 6 shows the distributions, both in euros and in percentages of the total contributions
(excluding the surplus carried forward and the use of reserve fund) to the budgets of the
European Schools made by the various partners in the system since 2015. The contribution
of the European Commission, represents the highest part of the contributions and more
specifically the 57,18%, showing a decrease of 4,49 % compared to last year due to level
of increase of the contribution of EUIPO (European Union Intellectual Property Office) for
ES Alicante (important increase of 6.605.125 eur compared to 2017) and ECB (European
Central Bank) for ES Frankfurt (increase of 4.397.466eur compared to 2017). The
contribution of the Member States shows a decrease in absolute figures in the course of
the last 4 years and can be attributed to the decrease of 5,41 % of the number of the
seconded staff members in the 2018/2019 school year (1.328 in total) in comparison with
the 2015/2016 school year (1.404 in total). The European Patent Office’s and Parents’
contributions (Category III School Fees plus other contributions from Parents such as
inscription to Baccalaureate, contribution to cost of photocopies etc) follow with 8,37 % and
7,08 % of the total contributions respectively. The revenues from the other sources, “Other
contributions and miscellaneous revenue” represent the 1,18 %. The main source under
this category is the temporary contribution/ the ‘solidarity levy”, in accordance with Article
50 of the Regulations for Members of the Seconded Staff of the European Schools (under
budget line 70320100).
Table 6 Budget contributions (excluding surplus carried forward and use of reserve
fund)
2015
2016
2017
2018
€
55.008.107
53.339.888
51.626.805
49.961.963
Member
States
19,55
18,11
16,77
16,22
%
Commission

EPO
European
Southern
Observatory
(ESO)

€

168.871.946

177.859.779

189.878.637

176.112.202

%

60,02

60,38

61,67

57,18

€

20.645.000

21.045.000

21.469.005

25.780.000

%

7,34

7,14

6,97

8,37

€

1.049.327

912.816

985.587

969.458

%

0,37

0,31

0,32

€

1.429.888

1.449.301

1.531.725

1.503.988

%

0,51

0,49

0,50

0,49

€

9.677.485

9.611.448

8.666.445

7.945.870

%

3,44

3,26

2,81

2,58

Eurocontrol
Other
financing
agreement
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European
School of
Munich

€

825.733

907.922

966.978

1.070.007

%

0,29

0,31

0,31

0,35

€

0

4.602.245

5.412.826

5.502.183

1,56

1,76

1,79

E.I.B. Group
%
European
Stability
Mechanism
(E.S.M.)
European
Union
Intellectual
Property
Office
European
Central Bank
Parents
Contributions
Other
contributions
and
miscellaneous
revenue
TOTAL

€

0

210.529

182.102

244.374

%

0

0,07

0,06

0,08

€

0

0

560.555

%

0

0

0,18

2,33

€

0

0

1.896.285

6.293.751

%

0

0

0.62

2,04

€

20.109.572

21.038.559

20.815.934

21.804.012

%

7,15

7,14

6,76

7,08

€

3.726.911

3.613.129

3.910.451

%

1,32

1,23

1,27

1,18

€

281.343.969

294.590.616

307.903.335

307.975.612

7.165.680

3.622.124

Figures processed on 18/03/2019
Closing reports SAP

Table 7 depicts a summary of receipts (Recovery Orders), expenditure (Commitments) and
the provisional balance for the execution of the budget 2018. The figures for 2018 are still
provisional (data based on closing reports from SAP processed on the 25th of February
2019 and 02nd of March and thus are subject to changes/confirmation).
For clarification purposes it should be noted that the Column E of the table 7, that concerns
the expenditure of the financial year under question, 2018, is based exclusively on the
commitments approved using 2018 budget (therefore excluding the credits carried forward
from the previous financial year 2017, but including the carry forwards from 2018 to the
next financial year, 2019). In the same sense, column C related to revenue is based
exclusively on the recovery orders approved using the 2018 budget (therefore excluding
the revenue actually received on 2018 on the basis of recovery order issued on 2017
budget, but including the recovery orders based on the 2018 budget that will be actually
received in the year 2019).
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Under the Financial Regulation (articles 89 and 91 of FR 2017), any surplus remaining after
the Reserve Fund has been replenished must be entered as budget revenue for the
following financial year. For these purposes, the surplus (balance of revenue) is defined as
the balance of revenue, after carryovers have been covered, on the revenue and
expenditure accounts as approved by the Secretary-General and the Administrative
Boards. This in practise is identified with the revenue and expenditure actually
received/made in the calendar year, including thus eventually revenue/expenditure
corresponding to credits related to the budget for the year n-1, and excluding recovery
orders/commitments issued on the basis of the budget n but not actually received/spent.
One point of concern should perhaps be the fact that there is no reference in the Financial
Regulation that prevents the possibility of ending the year with a deficit. If the schools do
not receive the revenue as estimated in the budget, they can nevertheless continue with
the total amount of expenditure as originally foreseen. In practice, the Office of the
Secretary-General monitors the situation to ensure that the system as a whole does not
end the year in deficit, but it is a potential risk that might usefully be examined.
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Table 7 BUDGET 2018
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE: €
(figures at 18/03/2019)

A
B
Initial
Final
Budget
Budget
2018
2018
Expenditure Expenditure
& receipts
& receipts

C
D
E
F
Actual
Difference Expenditure Difference
Receipts
(Commitments
(Recovery
C-B
Budget 2018)
B-E
Orders
Budget
2018)

G
Balance
D+F
or
C-E

I
H
Total
Exchange Provisional
difference Balance
Budget
2018
G+H

Alicante

12.603.215

12.603.215

12.711.488

108.273

12.538.732

64.483

172.756

0

172.756

Bergen

8.882.799

8.678.435

8.755.914

77.479

8.355.293

323.142

400.619

0

400.619

Brussels I

39.818.534

39.473.907

39.539.532

65.625

38.815.249

658.658

724.283

441

724.783

Brussels II

34.786.719

34.357.144

34.575.614

218.470

33.776.052

581.092

799.562

0

799.562

Brussels III

32.082.429

30.996.869

30.914.882

-81.987

30.713.778

283.091

201.104

0

201.104

Brussels IV

27.246.979

26.168.541

26.356.585

188.044

25.954.464

214.077

402.121

0

402.121

Frankfurt

16.698.201

17.083.201

17.036.849

-46.352

16.932.400

150.801

104.449

0

104.449

Karlsruhe

11.994.200

12.108.200

12.220.394

112.194

11.873.104

235.096

347.290

0

347.290

Luxembourg
I

31.860.392

31.487.841

31.440.175

-47.666

31.286.302

201.539

153.873

0

153.873
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Luxembourg
II

27.141.413

26.755.151

26.476.869

-278.282

26.650.092

105.059

-173.223

0

-173.223

Mol

11.799.111

11.535.241

11.461.520

-73.721

11.414.122

121.119

47.398

0

47.398

Munich

26.112.665

29.156.197

29.177.388

21.191

27.900.029

1.256.168

1.277.359

0

1.277.359

Varese

19.183.511

19.053.511

19.108.156

54.645

18.696.803

356.708

411.353

0

411.353

OSG

13.789.955

12.718.500

12.776.762

58.262

12.557.875

160.625

218.887

0

218.887

314.000.123 312.175.953 312.552.126

376.175

307.464.295

4.711.658

Total

Figures based on closing reports on 18/03/2019
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One of the functions of the financial controller, specified by article 100 of the Financial
Regulation 2006 (articles transitionally in force until 31 December 2019, in accordance with
the new Financial Regulation of 5 September 2017), is to give advance approval to the use
of the Reserve Funds to meet short-term cash-flow problems in the schools. There are two
Funds: a centralized Fund for all schools, except Munich, and a separate Fund for Munich.
In 2018, the Centralized Fund was used two times to meet short-term cash flow problems
at Frankfurt (800.000) and Karlsruhe (300.000 eur). Both amounts have been reimbursed
by the Schools by the end of 2018.

8. Expenditure
8.1 Seconded staff - salaries and allowances
During the financial year 2018 and until the end of October on the basis of the ex-ante
control still in place the postings of the salaries were controlled for the entities where a
threshold had been applied, irrespectively of the amount, meaning that for the Schools
where the ex-ante control was in place, every posting related to salaries was arriving at
Financial Control inbox for processing (please see also relevant information about exact
threshold periods under point 6.1.1).
From the financial control point of view, particular attention was given to the correct
posting of the salaries in the accounting software SAP and more precisely, among others to
elements such as: appropriate supporting documentation, the correctness of the G/L
accounts used, appropriate authorization respecting the segregation of duties structure,
correct posting period etc. Several refusals of the posting of the salaries were given
(constituting the highest percentage of the refusals given during the financial year 2018)
due also to incorrect calculations/booking, wrong calculation of departure allowance and
other allowances and calculation connected to variation of the exchange rate and variation
of the correcting coefficient.
It should be noted that since 2014 particular attention has been paid to the identified fact of
non-systematic transmission of national salary slips by the national authorities to the
Directors of the Schools. In this respect, in his letter of 4th September 2014 (2014-09-LD-3)
but also by several oral communications during the subsequent meetings of the Budgetary
Committee and the Board of Governors, the Secretary-General has reminded the
delegations what is laid down in Article 49 2 (a) of the Regulations for Members of the
Seconded Staff : “The competent national authorities shall pay the national emoluments to
the member of staff and shall inform the Director of the amounts paid, specifying all the
components taken into account for calculation purposes, including compulsory social
security deductions and taxes.”
In November 2015 a follow-up letter on the action plan requested in relation to the
observance of article 49 2 a) of the Regulations for Members of the Seconded Staff was
sent to the Heads of Delegations. During 2016 and 2017 several presentations on the state
of play of the transition of the national salary slips have been made by the Head of the
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Accounts Unit in the respective meetings of the Budgetary Committee. In addition, in March
2017, letters from the Accounts Unit were addressed to the delegations not progressing
relating to the transmission the salary slips to comply with Article 49 par. 2 of the Staff
Regulations. It can be concluded that, as a result of the described efforts, an important
progress has been made in this matter, although there are unfortunately still some cases of
incompliance.

As far as the explanations about the elements that are included in the national salary
slips are concerned, the matter has been also under regular follow-up by the Accountancy
Unit of the OSG. The financial control unit is regularly uploading the relevant information
received by the delegations in an electronic platform (Learning Gateway) dedicated for this
purpose, in order for the schools to consult them in cases of ambiguity in interpretation and
for helping a uniform approach across the Schools of the same emoluments.
In order to further progress in this matter, in line with the recommendations of the IAS, the
Board of Governors agreed in December 2017 with the proposal (document 2017-10-D-43en-2) to create a task force consisted of a group of experts of the Schools on calculation of
salaries of seconded staff, to be coordinated by the OSG. The group of experts would
make an interpretation of the different elements of the national pay slips, to be then
submitted to the Budgetary Committee for consultation and finally to the Board of
Governors for final approval. The objective is to have a coherent and homogenous
interpretation of the elements included in the national pay slips to be applied throughout the
whole European Schools system. This project is pending for its’ concrete implementation.

On the other hand, it should be mentioned that the Unit is frequently consulted by the
Schools for giving an interpretation on the right elements that it should be taken into
account for the national basic salary that is used for the calculation of the severance grant
in accordance with Article 72 of the Regulations for Members of the Seconded Staff and on
other allowances.
Finally, it may be also mentioned that concerning the matter of possible negative amounts
from differences between EU remuneration and national salaries (this is, in the -few- cases
where the national salary is higher than the European salary), a Memorandum was issued
in June 2015 in order to provide a harmonized accounting approach.

8.2 Differential adjustment
The differential adjustment can be an amount which, depending on the national taxes to be
paid by each member of staff, is added to or subtracted from the European salary of a
member of the seconded staff. This adjustment is calculated provisionally during the year,
on the basis of the tax shown on the national pay slips. After the year has ended, as soon
as the definitive tax certificate/statement is available, a definitive calculation of the
differential adjustment is made as soon as possible. The schools are charged with ensuring
that members of their staff provide their tax certificates/statements; the tax sub-unit of the
Office of the Secretary-General makes the definitive calculation of the differential
adjustment using that tax document.
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The definitive differential adjustment calculation is based on a thorough fiscal analysis
which is updated annually to take account of developments in the different national tax
legislation. In addition, the tax sub-unit conducts a comparative study each year of the
different countries’ national tax legislation in order to guarantee equal treatment of each
member of staff, coming from different Member States.
In 2018, 1 617 future cases to be analysed pertaining to the year 2017 were registered and
1 663 cases were dealt with. The graph below shows the comparative result of the number
of differential adjustment cases dealt with over the past six years.

During the year 2016, the tax sub-unit put in place the new presentation of the definitive
calculation of the differential adjustment (applicable as from the 2015 tax programs). This
new presentation’s objectives are:
 to respond to the requests for transparency regarding waiting periods;
 to provide members of the seconded staff with a more detailed comparative
reading of the definitive calculation of the differential adjustment and the national
tax certificate/statement;
 to explain, using an illustrative diagram, the basic principles of Article 49
(European supplement and differential adjustment);
 to set out the legal references, the means of contact and the appeal possibilities
in the event of dispute.

The actual new presentation of the final calculation of the differential adjustment was
planned in two stages over the 2015 and 2016 tax programs and was carried out during the
years 2017 and 2018. This planning over two years of programming results from the wish
to avoid a too lengthy waiting period in the handling by the tax sub-unit of seconded staff’s
cases.
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In addition, in order to regularise the situation with respect to outstanding cases (cases
without supporting documents) and to guarantee speedy receipt of missing tax documents,
the schools received instructions to apply the following measures:
-

As from April of the year N: application of deductions from the European
salaries of members of staff who have not submitted the documents required for
their case dating from the years N-3 (memorandum 2007-M-11, drawn up on the
basis of the decision of the Board of Governors of 31 January and 1 February
2006). These deductions are made until national tax has been reduced to zero.

At the time of the member of staff’s departure from the school: application of
more intuitive and more harmonised actual minimum deductions from the
severance grant or other allowances on account of the differential adjustment to
be received (new procedure introduced in accordance with the memorandum
2014-12-M-1/KK following the decision of the Board of Governors at its meeting
of 2-4 December 2014, applicable as from 4 December 2014).
On the basis of the information received on 31 December 2018, out of a total of 2 002
outstanding cases (for the financial years from 2001 to the year 2017), the tax sub-unit
counted 459 cases in total for which a deduction was made. In 94 cases national tax was
reduced to zero, thus limiting the risk of financial loss for the European Schools.
-

Table 8 - Outstanding cases for the period 2001-2017
Outstanding cases for the period 2001-2017
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Al
BSGEE
Bergen
Br I
Br II
Br III
Br IV
Cu
Ff
Ka
Lux I
Lux II
Mol
Mun
Var
Total

1

1

1

0

2

6

10

18

1

0

0

1

56

141

1

1

1

5

35

41

1

1

7

10

8

10

23

20

54

106

240

0

2

1

5

7

11

18

30

31

42

123

271

1

0

0

0

1

1

2

1

4

4

19

141

175

1

0

11

85

97

1

0

35

1

2
1

12

Total

3

0

0

1

8

4

4

34

45

1

1

11

37

50

1

1

6

12

7

10

24

53

104

153

373

1

2

2

5

4

8

12

24

49

93

200

3

7

6

5

6

10

45

82

1

3

26

110

140

6

6

21

40

2

7

13

12

38

70

142

47

70

134

168

412

1093

2002

Some schools must still continue their efforts to reduce the number of older outstanding
cases (pertaining to the financial years 2001-2008). To date, only 11 outstanding cases
remain for the financial years 2001-2008 (Alicante, B1, B2, L1 & L2).
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Table 9 Summary of differential adjustment outstanding cases (staff in and
out of the European Schools)
Cases 2001 - 2010
ECOLES

Alicante
BSGEE
Bergen
Bruxelles I
Bruxelles II
Bruxelles III
Bruxelles IV
Culham
Frankfurt
Karlsruhe
Luxembourg I
Luxembourg II
Mol
München
Varese
Total

in ES

Cases 2011 - 2017
Total

out of
ES

Total

in ES

out of
ES

Total

2

2

97

42

139

141

0

1

0

1

1

0

24

17

41

41

1

8

9

118

113

231

240

4

5

9

169

93

262

271

3

3

116

56

172

175

0

81

16

97

97

4

9

0

2

2

4

4

0

30

15

45

45

0

32

18

50

50

6

10

226

137

363

373

5

5

133

62

195

200

0

49

33

82

82

0

106

34

140

140

0

76

66

142

142

38

1260

704

1964

2002

29

Rigorous application of these measures by the schools concerned, in close cooperation
with the tax sub-unit, enabled the number of outstanding cases to be reduced considerably.
The measures guaranteeing the receipt of tax documents should prevent recurrence of the
build-up of outstanding cases, as was seen in previous years.
Notwithstanding the deductions made in line with the two memoranda listed above, there
are nevertheless some residual old cases that have been outstanding for five years or
more and for which there is no longer any other conceivable option for recovering the tax
documents required (called ‘cases in arrear’). In order to assist the schools in presenting
these cases in arrear to their Administrative Boards, during the year 2018, the tax sub-unit
produced a Memorandum 2018-06-M-1, whose purpose of was to give a uniform guideline
for the presentation of such cases to the Administrative Boards. The establishment of this
guidance has already contributed to a reduction in a large number of cases in arrears.
Compared with previous years, it can be seen that the number of outstanding cases
pertaining to the years 2001 to 2010 is continuing to fall. To date, all outstanding cases
pertaining to the pre-2001 financial years have now been settled. The outstanding cases
(all financial years taken together) are shown under the following graph for the years 2014
to 2018:
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(Information and data provided by the Differential Adjustment Unit of the Central Office)

8.3 Locally recruited teaching staff
In September 2016 the Service Regulations for Locally Recruited Teachers entered into
force. In the calendar years 2017 and 2018 the implementation process of the new Service
Regulations has been closely followed up.
Based on its discussions the Locally Recruited Teachers Working Group provided a
‘Report on the Implementation of the Regulations for Locally Recruited Teachers’ (doc.
2017-10-D-37-en-2) to the Budgetary Committee and to the Board of Governors in
November and December 2017 respectively.
This Implementation Report addressed besides the question of staff representation also
areas for further harmonisation among the Schools, potential shortcomings and gaps of the
Service Regulations. On the basis of the findings of this report, concrete proposals for
amendments (2018-01-D-56-en-3) were presented and adopted by the Board of Governors
in April 2018.
The new Memorandum that entered into force on 1st September 2018 addressed certain
legal uncertainties that were highlighted in the Report on the Implementation of the
Regulations for Locally Recruited Teachers’ (doc. 2017-10-D-37-en-2), replaced the
Memorandum of July 2016 and had as objective to ensure a coherent and smooth
application of the amendments to the Regulations adopted in April 2018.
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The said Memorandum clarified issues concerning topics such as: general provisions,
recruitment and conclusion of contracts, period of employment, rights and obligations,
duties and working conditions, emoluments, social security and taxes, disciplinary and
other proceedings. Moreover, it provided as annexes different templates format for the
contracts to be concluded with the Locally Recruited Teachers (ad interim, fixed term and
Indefinite period). The memorandum (draft at that moment) was also discussed during the
meeting with the Deputy Directors for Finance and Administration in the ordinary meeting of
June 2018.
Finally, the particular provision dealing with the staff representation was reviewed in a
“Joint Group” composed of members of the Seconded Staff Regulations Working Group
and the Locally Recruited Teachers Working Group in which both the locally recruited and
the seconded teaching staff were represented. This Working Group has presented to the
Board of Governors in April 2018 a proposal for a unique staff representation of the locally
recruited teachers and the seconded staff. The Board of Governors has approved the
document “Staff Representation” (2018-01-D-44-en-3) on the 6th June 2018 by Written
Procedure (2018-04-D-11-en-3).

8.4 Locally recruited administrative and ancillary staff (AAS)
The AAS Working group discussed intensively the revision of the AAS salary schemes, the
harmonisation of Annex 2 and Annex 3 of the AAS Regulations and the possibility of a
‘single spine’ scheme. The AAS Working Group met 6 times during 2018 and put forward a
proposal for a ‘single spine’ to the Budgetary Committee and the Board of Governors in
November and December 2018 respectively.
The proposal to the Budgetary Committee of November 2018 concerned the possibility to
move to a system of single spine and the harmonization of the staff members recruited
before and after April 2007, under Annex II and Annex III, the harmonization of the
mechanism of annual salary adjustment, the introduction of a more merit based
progression system. The Budgetary Committee invited the Working Group to revisit staff’s
integration into the new salary scale structure which required further calculations on the
future budgetary implications and the application of a possible “quota” mechanism for the
exceptional evaluations of the staff members.
The changes approved by the Board of Governors in December 2018 concerned the
treatment of personal file “Content of the administrative and management of personal data
files” in order to comply with the Regulation of 27th April 2016 on protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data and the change of Article 23 bis which relates to the function of the accounting
correspondent in order to align it with the new Financial Regulation of 2017. Moreover, the
Board decided to postpone the discussion until its’ next meeting in April 2019 to allow the
Working Group to clarify the question of the quota of possible career progressions per year.
In the meantime, a revised proposal of the Working Group along with draft Implementing
Rules for the Evaluation and Progression of Members of the AAS has been presented to
the Budgetary Committee in March 2019.
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8.5 Seconded Staff
Linked to the revision of the Financial Regulation and the centralization of the financial
governance, the function of Central Accounting Officer in the Office of the SecretaryGeneral was created. This required an amendment of the Regulations for Members of the
Seconded Staff of the European Schools, which entered into force on 1 September 2017.
The post was fulfilled as from 1 October 2018.
Moreover, the salary, the length of secondment, the title and the job description of the
Bursar corresponding to the Deputy Director for Finance and Administration were reviewed
in the Bursars Working Group. The necessary amendments of the Regulations for
Seconded Staff Members, approved by the Board of Governors by Written Procedure
2017/25, entered into force on 1st January 2018. A Memorandum of the Secretary General
was released on 18th January 2018 (document 2017-12-M-1/GM) summarising the main
changes introduced in the mentioned modification of the Regulations for Seconded Staff,
with the objective of ensuring a harmonised implementation of the new rules.

8.6 Appeals
Seconded staff (teachers or others) and part-time teachers (except AAS) have the right to
take disputes to the Complaints Board in accordance with article 80 of the Regulations for
Members of the Seconded Staff of the European Schools and article 51 of the Service
Regulations for the Locally recruited teachers in the European Schools. In 2018, 4 appeals
have been lodged by teaching staff / locally recruited teachers to the Complaints Board : 1
has been admitted and 3 are still pending for a decision. Complete information is contained
in the “Annual report for the year 2018 of the Chairman of the Complaints Board of the
European Schools” also presented in this Budgetary Committee.
(Information provided by the Complaints Board Unit)

8.7 Sickness insurance fund
The Financial Controller is a member of the management committee of the Sickness
Insurance Fund. Until 2007, the rate of contribution to the Fund was deliberately set below
the level needed to cover expenditure in order to reduce a substantial surplus that had
been built up. In April 2007, the Board of Governors agreed with a proposal from the
committee to increase the contribution rate with the intention of balancing income and
expenditure and thus stabilising the reserves. The increase took effect from January 2008.
As shown in Table 10, income and expenditure were almost equal in 2008. In 2009, there
was a significant reduction in expenditure which resulted in a net surplus of €1,3 million
(including an additional €0.2 million as a result of the adoption of new accounting
standards). For 2010, the surplus amounted to €0.7 million. The figures for 2011 showed a
surplus of 0.8 million.
The figures for 2012 showed a surplus of €1,3 million, mainly due to less expenditure by
almost € 1 million, compared to the previous year. The figures for 2013 showed a surplus
of € 1,1 million. The figures for 2014 showed a surplus of €1,1 million in line with the
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development in the last years. The figures for 2015 showed, as in the previous years, a
surplus of € 1,2 million.
During 2015, it was under discussion at the management committee the possibility of
reduction of the contributions, although the opinion of the majority of the members was to
keep them at the existing level, for reasons of prudency. The Board of Governors agreed
with this approach not to make changes on the level of contributions.
In 2016 there was a surplus of 0,8 million showing a decrease of 0.4 million since 2015 and
in 2017 a surplus of 0.6 million showing a decrease of 0.2 million since 2016.
This was partially due, in both years, to the decrease in revenue from non-operating
activities together with the slight increase in operating expenses.
The figures for 2018 are based on provisional data provided on 14 March 2019 depicting
an amount of 12,9 million of net assets at year end and a surplus of 0,1 million. This
however might change as a result of the closure bookings which are still being finalized and
as a result of the difference in treatment of the portfolio. The final set of accounts (after
audit) will be available beginning of May 2019 at the earliest.

Table 10 Sickness insurance fund (€ million)
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

3,6
0,2
3,8

3,7
0,2
3,9

3,7
0,2
3,9

4,0
0,3
4,4

3,7
0,3
4,0

3,7
0,2
3,9

3,7

2,6

3,2

3,6

2,7

+ 0,1

+ 1,3

+ 0,7

+0,8

3,7

5,3

5,8

6,5

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

3,6
0,4
4,0

3,4
0,3
3,7

3,3
0,2
3,5

3,3
0,1
3,4

3
0,2
3,2

2,8

2,9

2,5

2,6

2,8

3,1

+1,3

+1,1

+1,1

+1,2

+0,8

+0,6

+0,1

7,8

9,1

10,2

11,2

12,1

12,8

12,9

Contributio
ns
-Interest
-Total
income

Expenditur
e
Annual
surplus
deficit

/

Net assets
at
year
end**

* Based on provisional data as of 14th of March 2019. Final set of accounts (after audit) will be
available beginning of May 2019 at the earliest.
** The net assets at year-end, for 2018, includes only the results of the previous years and the
provisional result of the year
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8.8 Other running costs and capital expenditure
For expenditure in Chapters 2 and 3 (non-staff running costs and capital expenditure), the
financial control unit selected a sample of transactions for verification and prior approval,
on the basis of the criteria explained under point 6.1 of this report.
The recommendations issued by the Unit in this regard, in particular in the field of
procurement, had mainly to do with the necessity for the Schools to program and justify
their needs, the use of the correct supporting documentation, and the creation of a pre
commitment well in advance before the signature of any contract, in accordance with
Article 54 of the new Financial Regulation. Special attention was given to the right
implementation of the European Court of Auditors’ observations concerning procurement
procedures and the necessity of the Schools to follow a full tendering procedure for all
purchases above 15.000 euro. Advice was also given on how to make use of the
possibilities not to issue invitations to tender under certain conditions and requirements
described in Article 66.3 of the new Financial Regulation. Concerning framework contracts
and interinstitutional procurements, it may be also underlined that a specific Memorandum
was distributed in December 2017 setting rules for the central management of the
participation of the Schools in framework contracts resulting from interinstitutional
procurements.
As from 2018, with the new Financial Regulation of 2017, as explained under point 5 of this
report, a full alignment has been done with the procurement rules of the European Union,
that are now directly applicable for the European Schools, without prejudice of definition of
some relevant particularities (e.g. recognition of the Schools and of the OSG as the
relevant contracting authorities). This change is intended to facilitate that applicable
procurement rules are always in line with those of the Union, without additional period
needed for their adoption at the European Schools level. It is also expected an additional
support for the Schools in this field via the corresponding helpdesk of the Commission.

9. Receipts
9.1. School fees – administration
The three main elements in the correct calculation and collection of school fees are:
– the classification of pupils into one of the three categories fixed by the Board of
Governors, which determine the level of fees payable;
– decisions on reductions in school fees, on grounds of financial hardship and family
component;
– the follow-up of unpaid invoices.
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9.1.1. Classification of pupils
The Court of Auditors has emphasised the need for an annual check to verify the status of
pupils in Category I (parents employed by EU institutions or other qualifying employers, not
subject to school fees). The Directors now countersign a summary record of these checks,
and these are normally supplied to the financial control unit as confirmation. Cases where
the pupils change category during the course of the year have continued to cause difficulty.
There has been some confusion over the status of temporary officials who continue to
receive unemployment and family allowances when their employment is terminated.
Nevertheless, the rule is that as from the date of termination of the contract, temporary
agents do not meet the condition of being directly employed by an EU institution. These
parents therefore are considered Category III immediately from the date when their
contract of employment terminates, irrespective of any benefits they get after the
termination of their services. With regard to staff of the Permanent Representations, the
schools need to verify that only national officials, excluding staff recruited locally, are given
Category I status.
9.1.2. Fee reductions
Reductions in school fees on grounds of financial hardship require the Schools to verify the
annual income of applicant parents. This can be a complicated and time-consuming
process.
Tables 11 and 12 show the number of pupils receiving a reduction of fees and the amount
of revenue foregone, respectively.

Table 11 Reductions in school fees (number of pupils) – 2013/2014 to 2017/2018
13/14

14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

5 year
change
%

17/18
Reduction
/ Cat III
population
%

Alicante

12

11

1

5

4

-66,67 %

1,20%

Bergen

36

36

36

33

25

-30,55%

6,48 %

Brussels I

6

4

2

4

0

-100%

0%

Brussels II

8

8

2

1

0

-100 %

0%

Brussels III

6

3

3

2

2

-66,67%

3,03 %

Brussels IV

1

0

0

0

1

0%

1,54 %

Culham

38

39

35

26

-

N/A

N/A

Frankfurt

2

0

5

0

0

-100 %

0%
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Karlsruhe

33

24

27

30

25

-24,24 %

4,84 %

6

9

10

4

5

-16,66%

0,95 %

0

0

0

0

0

0%

0%

Mol

108

93

87

71

66

-38,89 %

12,41 %

Munich

22

20

0

0

0

-100 %

0%

Varese

36

30

28

26

26

-27,78 %

6,05 %

Total

314

277

236

202

154

-50,96 %

3,88 %

Luxembourg
I
Luxembourg
II

Figures processed on 21/02/2019 via Business Object application
Document Ref.:” 2018-10-D-17-en-1” “Facts and Figures on the Beginning of the 2018-2019 School Year in the
European Schools”.

As it results from Table 11, the number of pupils being granted a reduction in school fees
has gradually decreased over the years and this trend has continued also in 2018. The
number of the pupils having received a reduction in school fees diminished by 50,96 %
over the last five years period (154 pupils in 2017/18, in relation to 314 pupils in 2013/2014
school year) and by 23,76 % since the previous school year 2016/2017. The big reduction
in the absolute number of cases can also relate to the reduction in the number of Category
III pupils over the same period, around 13,95 % decrease since 2013.
The school of Mol, like in the previous school year, has the highest proportion of reductions
equal to 12,41 % followed by Bergen, Varese and Karlsruhe Schools with 6,48 %, 6,05 %
and 4,84 % respectively.
In 2018, 3,88 % of the total Category III pupils, received a reduction in school fees, 1,18
percentage unit less compared to 5,06 % in 2017.
The decrease in the number of Category III pupils is reflected as well in the value of the
total amount in euros of these reductions depicted in Table 12, below. In 2017/2018 the
total revenue foregone has reached the amount of 498.269 € (110.654 euros less than In
2016/2017 for the whole system) reduced by 38,30 % since 2013/2014. The Schools of
Brussels I, Brussels II, Frankfurt, Luxembourg II and Munich had no reduction in school
fees during 2017 / 2018 School year. The Schools that have had the highest percentage
reduction in the system are the ones of Alicante, Karlsruhe and Mol with decreases
compared to 2016 / 2017 school year of - 31.82%, -15,21% and -7,59% respectively. The
Schools depicting an increase in school fee reductions are the ones of Brussels III,
Brussels IV and Luxembourg I. In total, in the whole system, less reductions (-18,17%)
were made compared to the previous school year 2016/2017.
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Table 12. Reductions in school fees (euro) – 2013/2014 to 2017/2018
13/14 €

14/15€

15/16

16/17

17/18

5 year 16/17 to
change % 17/18
change
%

Alicante

19.617

18.787

2.570

12.877

8.779

-55,25 % -31,82 %

Bergen

113.705

107.631

109.627

96.721

90.947

-20,01 %

-5,97 %

Brussels I

21.093

28.234

4.628

9.499

0

-100 %

-100 %

Brussels II

25.351

25.858

16.136

3.600

0

-100 %

-100 %

Brussels III

13.291

8.538

8.963

4.196

8.290

-37,63 % 97,57 %

Brussels IV

3.483

0

0

0

5.245

50,59 %

100 %

Culham

84.555

90.140

81.850

66.588

0

-100 %

-100 %

Frankfurt

5.932

0

9.188

0

0

0

0

Karlsruhe

78.903

61.662

84.577

87.987

74.606

-5,45 %

- 15,21%

14.832

24.111

22.809

13.296

17.073

15,11 %

28,41 %

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mol

270.474

258.321

258.548

234.140

216.364

Munich

64.559

62.845

0

0

0

Varese

91.759

73.181

82.890

80.019

76.965

Total

807.555

759.308

681.786

608.923

498.269 - 38,30 % - 18,17 %

Schools

Luxembourg
I
Luxembourg
II

-20,01 % - 7,59 %
-100 %

0

- 16,12 % - 3,82 %

Figures extracted on 21/02/2019 via Business Object application.

9.1.3. Unpaid invoices
The Financial Control Unit monitors the decision of the Board of Governors that, if the fees
are not paid at the end of the school year, the pupils in question should not be admitted for
the following year, unless the Administrative Board grants an extension for payment (of up
to three months) if a duly substantiated request is submitted. The outstanding fees at
September 2018 have been increased in total by almost 1 % compared to the previous
year. Concerning the written off amount for the period April 2014-February 2019 it reached
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the amount of 361.917 euros, out of which 99.022 euros have been effected during the last
year, during the period from April 2018 up to February 2019. It should be mentioned that
the written offs effected in the period April 2018 to February 2019 show an important
increase of 61.265 € in absolute figures compared to the ones effected in the period
between April 2017 and February 2018 (37.757 €) mainly resulting from increases in the
Schools of Brussels I, Brussels III, Luxembourg I and Mol (18.245 €, 6.742 €, 27.937 € and
18.406 € respectively).The Financial Control Unit will further monitor the issue of
outstanding fees and of the written offs in the Schools, in order to receive the necessary
justification (decision of the Administrative Board) for the written off amounts still due at the
beginning of each school year.
It should be mentioned that to write off amounts not received it is a decision that is taken by
the Administrative Board, based on the justification provided by the School. Financial
Control Unit verified with the School whether this decision has been agreed by the
Administrative Board.
The deadline for the advance payment of 25% of the fees for the following school year is
30th June. This date is generally respected; in practice, payment by instalments is
sometimes accepted, but not beyond the start of the new school year. In accordance with
the decision by the Board of Governors payment of school fees in instalments is allowed
having as an essential prerequisite the payment of the first instalment of 25% by 30 June
for a new enrolment to take effect or for a previous enrolment to continue

Table 13 Uncollected school fees and amounts written off (euro)

Schools

Outstand- Outstand- Outstand- Outstand- Outstanding in
ing in
ing in
ing in
ing in
Sep. 14
Sep. 15
Sep. 16
Sep. 17
Sep. 18

Written
off Apr.
2014 –
Febr. 19

Written
off Apr.
2018 –
Febr.
2019

Alicante

50.115

34.336

33.699

35.676

33.975

20.737

0

Bergen

6.738

23.396

23.686

42.633

65.900

5.907

275

Brussels I

87.564

112.346

103.405

98.075

107.813

40.309

29.277

Brussels II

8.341

8.804

7.934

2.884

2.303

4.624

0

Brussels III

17.351

13.129

16.684

16.959

23.396

43.308

9.073

Brussels IV

13.835

16.539

41.401

32.951

5.672

5.937

Culham

7.028

6.045

157

4.488

0

20.068

2.107

Frankfurt

10.482

10.482

0

0

0

0

0

Karlsruhe
Luxembourg
I
Luxembourg
II

5.399

4.468

3.316

0

3.170

4.855

0

44.914

45.022

36.542

41.013

14.590

49.589

30.742

0

3.955

2.501

2.172

0

8.628

0

Mol

120.894

119.454

82.840

49.544

61.738

117.115

22.454

2.989

30.345

4.162

0

7.741

13.949

0

Munich
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Varese
Total

0

25.430

8.173

1.750

5.094

26.891

5.094

375.650

453.751

364.500

328.145

331.392

361.917

99.022

9.2 Other receipts
In the previous reports, attention was drawn to the cost of furniture and equipment at
Brussels II, III and IV, which was charged to the budget although, in the view of the
European Schools, it should have been provided free of charge by Belgium under the
terms of the Agreement of 1962. The total amount requested by the Schools from 1995
onwards stood at over €1 million. In April 2006, the Board of Governors expressed the wish
for an urgent resolution to this outstanding question. The Commission subsequently
launched an infringement procedure in 2007 leading to an application to the European
Court of Justice (ECJ) in 2009. In September 2010, the ECJ issued its judgement that it
does not have the jurisdiction to rule on the matter. No information is available of further
relevant action been adopted since this judgement.
It has been also reported for several years that, following a back-dated change in Belgian
legislation on family allowances, a substantial payment was expected from Belgium to the
Schools. As mentioned in these reports, the school of Mol served as a “test case” and, in
accordance with the information provided by the at that time Bursar of the School, it was
understood that the national authorities had accepted the form and content of the
presentation of the data necessary to establish the amount payable, which were expected
in early 2011, although not materialised. However, no written evidence has been found by
the financial control unit about the concrete details of this matter, for which exist no
information available of further relevant action been adopted during the last financial years.
The financial control unit foresees to help the BSGEE checks in the course of 2019 with the
national relevant authorities the concrete state of play of this issue.

10.

Accounting and administrative procedures

10.1 in accordance with the reiterated recommendation of the European Court of Auditors,
one of the main modifications made in the revision operated in the text of the Financial
Regulation approved by the Board of Governors on December 2014 was the introduction of
an accruals accounting system for the European Schools. As per the accounting
framework, reference was included to the internationally accepted accounting standards for
the public sector. These principles are kept in the new Financial Regulation of 5 September
2017, where further convergence with the corresponding rules of the Financial Regulation
applicable to the Budget of the EU was also achieved.
In order to assist the Schools in the process of closing the 2017 accounts under the new
accounting framework, a consulting contract was in place with the company Price
Waterhouse & Coopers. In this framework, guidelines and templates were made available
to the Schools to favour a harmonised approach in the closing of the 2017 accounts in line
with the IPSASs (International Public Sector Accounting Standards). The cooperation of
PWC has been extended to the assistance in the activities connected with the closing of
the financial year 2018. It may be also mentioned that, in the framework of the referred to
consultancy contract with PWC, this company has cooperated with the OSG in the
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preparation, during the last quarter of 2018, of an updated chart of accounts for the
European Schools, with the main aim of introducing the accounts required for the purposes
of the IPSASs adjustments, and to be applicable as from the financial year 2019.
10.2 As far as payment procedures are concerned, as reported in previous years, a new
Memorandum was released in October 2013, following the principles recommended by the
Court of Auditors and by the IAS. The principles and rules stated in the Memorandum (in
particular the rule related to the necessity of two signatories for any payment), are
considered to be applicable until an effective link is in place between the accounting
software and the electronic payments systems, what it is in progress in the framework of
the implementation of the new software SAP. In this sense, Article 62 of the new Financial
Regulation of 5 September 2017 states, -in similar terms than the previous Financial
Regulation of 2006-, that “(…) 3. Payments shall be effected as a general rule through a
bank account by electronic means (…). 4. Payments shall carry the signature on bank
transfer orders of two authorised officials, one signature being necessarily that of the
accounting officer, or an administrator of an imprest account. 5. By way of exception to the
rule laid down in paragraph 4 in cases where an effective link is put in place between the
accounting software and the electronic banking payment systems, payments may be
executed with the sole signature of the accounting officer (…)”
This principle is further developed in the Memorandum containing Guidelines for
Segregation of Duties on Financial Circuits. The updated version released on 25
September 2018 (document 2018-09-M-2-en-1) –in similar terms than the original version
issued on July 2015- determines that “(…) The SAP system is linked to the online
banking systems in all schools. The SAP system transfers payments processed via the
transaction F110 and via the salary payment process automatically to the online banking
software. Next to the payments that are initiated via SAP, it is still possible to introduce
manually payments in the electronic payment system. The online banking systems do
not distinguish between payments coming from SAP or manually introduced payments.
This is why the current link can be regarded as automatic but not as effective. The
requirements for executing payments with only one signature as defined in art. 62 FR
2017 are thus not fulfilled and each payment has to be signed by two signatures”.
During the year 2017 the process of connection between SAP and the different electronic
payment systems of the Schools was already completed. This was an important step
forward in terms of mitigation of the risk of incorrect/irregular payments, although still
cannot be considered as sufficient as to eliminate the rule of double signature. In effect, it is
to be underlined, as explained in the mentioned Memorandum on Segregation of Duties,
that since, according to the available evidence, the architecture of ISABEL and of the other
electronic payments systems already connected with SAP do not allow them to be
configured in a way such as to accept only payments coming exclusively from the
accounting software SAP (this is, to avoid thus the possibility of a payment manually
introduced in ISABEL/other electronic payment systems), the rule of the two signatories
needed for any payment is still kept as compulsory for the whole European Schools
system, for reasons of security in payments.
Further analysis could be done about the fact whether the introduction of a SWIFT
connection for payments (or an equivalent one), as in the European Commission, could be
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feasible in the future for the European Schools and the potential additional benefits/costs in
comparison with the current system. In principle, the research made in the past on this
regard did not appear to reveal this option as a reasonable approach for the European
Schools, considering elements as the volume of costs involved and the complexity of
maintenance.
It is to be finally highlighted that in the framework of the implementation of the centralised
model for the accounting officer function, the centralisation of the second signature for all
payments of the Schools is expected to be made effective during the financial year 2019, in
accordance with the Memorandum on Segregation of Duties on Financial Circuits (point
XV) and point 12 of the Charter of Tasks and Responsibilities of the central accounting
officer, of his/her assistants at the OSG and of the local accounting officers
´Correspondents´, approved by the Board of Governors at its meeting of December 2018
(document 2018-10-D-67-en-3).
Further information on financial administration can be found in the latest report of the Court
of Auditors, which gives a general overview of the accounts of the European Schools for
2017, together with observations arising from the on-site reviews carried out by the Court at
the Schools of Bruxelles IV (Laeken) and Munich, and at the OSG. About this report, which
was presented by the Court at the Board of Governors of December 2018 (document 201810-D-54-en-2), it may be underlined that, without prejudice to significant weaknesses still
pointed out by the Court concerning internal control systems, the Court stated that its
limited assurance review performed did not identify any material errors in the financial
statements of the European Schools for 2017.

10.3 Concerning the project related to the accounting software SAP, we could refer to the
following main elements and state of play:
Since November 2017 an external consultancy company (Delaware) has been working on
all the changes to be done in the system due to the new Financial Regulation and the
centralization of the Financial Governance. This procedure includes revision of the roles,
authorisations and connected transactions in SAP. In this framework, some of the principal
topics that have been and continue to be treated with high priority for the securization of the
SAP system are the following:
 Banking: Currently a link between the accounting software (SAP) and the electronic
payment systems for the Schools is in place (detailed information is provided above
under point 10.2). The technical analysis of the implementation of a centralized
payment system, in the framework of the centralization of the accounting officer
function, is under analysis, which shall be in place during 2019 in order to comply
with the Charter of tasks and responsibilities.
 Segregation of Duties: The new configuration of SAP since November 2018 has
been designed in a way that reflects the different roles in financial circuits as they
are defined in the financial rules. The Financial Control Unit validates, in line with
Article 20, the internal control systems put in place by the Authorising Officers in
order to provide reasonable assurance that financial transactions are authorised
following appropriate segregation of duties of initiation and verification. A process of
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validation by Financial Control of the segregation of duties in financial circuits for all
Schools before actual technical implementation in SAP took place at the end of
October 2018. Any change on the mentioned structure has to pass again from the
related approval process, as also described in the corresponding new
Memorandum on segregation of duties.
 Master Data: They refer to all centrally stored data used by more than one
application and several users / groups (e.g. Vendor master data, customer master
data, bank accounts). The Central approval of Vendor and Customer financial
Master Data is in place since November 2018 in accordance with the new
Memorandum of segregation of duties. Guidance has been provided about what
can be considered as valid supporting documentation for the processing of
creation/modification of bank accounts. An overall review of the existing procedures
on managing financial Master Data is under development at the timing of the writing
of this report. This issue of Master Data was also part of the analysis made by the
external company Price Waterhouse & Coopers in the context of the
implementation of the centralized financial governance of the European Schools.
 Workflows: The important topic of correct workflows in the system has been dealt
with the new configuration in SAP. All roles have been reviewed and users were
assigned to each one depending on their position in segregation of duties.
Moreover, for a given transaction the same person can never intervene in two
approval steps (except for the case of the simplified model where for low risk
transactions the approval can be completed at the level of the Verificator who
exercises also the authorization step).
The workflow in place in SAP for revenues until the new configuration of SAP that
went live in November 2018 was not fully in line with the financial rules, since
according to the existing evidence all the relevant activity could be performed by the
role of accounts receivable assistant (initiator).
For this reason, the Financial Control Unit requested for a paper based second level
approval at the level of the School, at least done by the Authorising Officer, over the
billing list to be generated, before the billing block that releases the document is
removed. This billing list, also signed by the Authorising Officer, should be then sent
to Financial Control, for possible ex-post controls on the matter. This remission of
documents was however not followed by the Schools.
Another important development that addressed a previous weakness in the system
concerns the non-possibility to modify attachments in a transaction after its’ first
approval and the fact that only new documents can be added after the first
validation.
 Reporting: This point is under analysis on further developments to be made for the
budgetary reports (including the credits carried forward) etc.
 Training: Training is considered an on-going process in order to achieve the highest
possible degree of skills for the SAP end users. Trainings have taken place in
October 2018 before the new configuration of SAP became live beginning of
November. These trainings concerned the roles of Authorising Officers, Authorising
Officers by delegation, Verificators, staff members dealing with the preparation of
salaries
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Table 14. Total cost SAP project years 2013-2018
Services

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Education

23.218 €

416.376 €

-

-

-

-

Consulting Offers

1.068.848 €

2.244.465 €

1.184.524 €

350.745 €

782.578 €

809.308 €

Licenses/Maintenance

240.221 €

80.644 €

44.681 €

64.015 €

64.015 €

64.015 €

Total Cost

1.332.287 €

2.741.485 €

1.229.205 €

414.760 €

846.593 €

873.323 €

 Educational services/Trainings organized during 2018 were deployed and delivered
by OSGES internal resources.
 Consulting services: For 2018 refer to the new configuration of workflows and
authorisations in SAP as well SAP Cloud services and infrastructure.
 Licenses/Maintenance: Licenses acquired during 2018.

11.

Conclusions and recommendations

The annual report, despite the above exhaustive analysis of several issues, focuses on a
number of targeted priorities that should be at the core of action of all stakeholders in the
European Schools dealing with financial matters.
It should be pointed out that, without prejudice to the important steps forward undertaken
on 2018, several financial and administrative initiatives are still in progress in order to
respond to the recommendations of the Internal Audit Service and of the Court of Auditors.
These targeted priorities are set out in the table below, which also notes the current state of
play.
1. In addition to confirming the regularity
of specific operations, the financial
control unit should continue in its function
of providing advice and developing new
procedures.

The Financial Regulation explicitly recognizes
this advisory function. The financial control
unit has given advice on various subjects
during the period covered by the report.

2. Revision of the Financial Regulation New text was approved on 5 September
applicable to the Budget of the European 2017 via written procedure 2017/46. During
Schools and its effective implementation. the financial year 2018 the main priorities
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were:
-providing guidance to the Schools in the use
of the new procurement rules of the EU.
-correct implementation of the centralised
model of Financial Governance, in particular
as concerns the Accounting Officer function.
During the financial year 2019 the effort will
continue on the centralisation of the
Accounting Officer function, in particular as
concerns the centralisation of payments, and
on the development of the internal control
capability which will support the also
centralised function of Authorising Officer of
the European Schools as from 1 January
2020.
3. Shift from ex-ante to ex post control for Ongoing. Implementation of the plan for exthe central financial control Unit.
post controls approved by the Board of
Governors in December 2018.
For the financial year 2019 is expected that
ex-post control constitutes the main activity of
the Unit, executing the corresponding plan
approved by the Board of Governors
(document 2018-10-D-55-en-2).
4. Full alignment of the ICT accounting Implemented. A new configuration of SAP
software SAP with the principles of went live in November 2018, where special
segregation of duties on financial circuits. attention was paid to the correct definition of
roles and authorisations, taking into account
the principles set under the financial rules,
and already in the framework of the changes
introduced in the new centralised Financial
Governance.
5. The Schools must plan their needs for
IT equipment and other types of services
and goods and organise appropriate
tender procedures as required by the
Financial Regulation.

The administration of the Schools should pay
particular attention to the right planning of
their needs in goods or services (e.g.
furniture, construction works, IT equipment)
and conduct appropriate tender procedures
as required by the Financial Regulation.

6. Some Member States are still not Significant improvements were made during
fulfilling the requirement of article 49.2.a 2016 and 2017 to address this question. The
of the staff regulations to notify national matter continues under monitoring.
salaries directly to the schools.
Concerning the clarification of the several
items included in the national salary slips, a
procedure was agreed by the Board of
Governors in December 2017 to get a correct
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and homogenous interpretation throughout
the system, however the implementation of
this procedure remains pending of execution.
7. The implementation of the budget The administration of the Schools should pay
must be based on Sound Financial particular attention to the proper utilization of
Management.
appropriations
based
on
the
right
prioritization, planning and justification of their
needs.
8. Payment procedures.

In progress. The process to establish a link
between SAP and the electronic payments
systems was completed in 2017.
In the framework of the centralization of the
Accounting Officer function, a complete
revision of the bank authorisations shall be
made within the financial year 2019, to allow
central execution of payments.
Special attention should be paid in any case
to the strict application of the rule of two
signatures for payments, in line with Article
62 of the new Financial Regulation, the
Memorandum on Payment Procedures of
October 2013, the Memorandum on
Segregation of Duties of September 2018
and the Charter of tasks and Responsibilities
for the Accounting Officer function of
December 2018.

9.Management of school fees.

The Schools should apply strictly the rules for
the exoneration procedures and should
reduce the level of the outstanding school
fees. High priority should be given to
following up unpaid invoices, including the
advance payment due before the start of the
school year. Special attention must be given
to the procedure to write off amounts still due.

10. The Schools should continue to carry Continuing.
out careful checks to verify the status of
pupils in Category I (pupils not subject to
school fees).
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11. The management of extra-budgetary
accounts should be reviewed. A new
Memorandum
determining
an
harmonised approach should be issued.

To
be
monitored.
Extra
budgetary
transactions should be recorded in the
accountancy in line with Article 19 of the new
Financial Regulation. The degree of
compliance with this obligation varies
significantly among the Schools.
In
accordance with the mentioned Article 19 of
the
new
Financial
Regulation,
“A
Memorandum from the authorising officer of
the European Schools shall detail the
activities covered under this provision”.

12. Opinion of the Budgetary Committee
As provided for in Article 20 of the Financial Regulation (article applicable until the end of
the year 2019), the Financial Control present its’ annual activity report. The report
described the work done by the Financial Control Unit, also provided data on
implementation of the budgets, formulated observations on the way in which the Schools
exercised their responsibilities, referred to the main findings on the Schools’ transactions,
made reference to the new Financial Regulation approved by written procedure and to the
centralisation of the function of Authorising Officer and of Accounting Officer and, finally,
concluded with the recommendations that would need to be taken on board by the different
parties involved in the administration of the budgets of the European Schools.
The EC mentioned that the Financial Controller’s report is of particular interest to the
European Commission but unfortunately, it had been delivered the previous day, meaning
that the EC was not in a position to express an opinion.
The Assistant Financial Controller, Ms Georgiou, justified the report’s late arrival by the lack
of resources in the Financial Control Unit and the unavailability of the Schools, whose time
was taken up with the closure of the 2018 accounts, preparation of the 2020 budget and
the need to obtain figures, appearing in the statistics tables in the report, as realistic as
possible but which were not yet definitive in view of the closing of the accounts for the
financial year 2018 that was still under way.
Germany wondered about the costs associated with the SAP system and asked whether in
the future, other major financial implications were to be expected. Mr Escudero gave a
reassuring answer, saying that no additional costs were to be expected for 2019-2020.
The Budgetary Committee took note of the Financial Controller’s report and sent it forward
to the Board of Governors with a positive opinion.
2nd of April 2019
The Assistant Financial Controller
Maria Georgiou
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